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ABSTRACT
The COBRA/TRAC computer program has been developed to predict the
thermal-hydraulic response of nuclear reactor primary coolant systems to small
and large break loss-of-coolant accidents and other anticipated transients.
The code solves the compressible three-dimensional, two-fluid, three-field
equations for two-phase flow in the reactor vessel.
The three fields are the
vapor field, the continuous liquid field, and the liquid drop field. A fiveequation drift flux model is used to model fluid flow in the primary system
piping, pressurizer, pumps, and accumulators.
The heat generation rate of the
core is specified by input and no reactor kinetics calculations are included
in the solution. This volume describes the conservation equations and
physical models used in the vessel module.
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COBRA/TRAC - A THERMAL-HYDRAULICS CODE FOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
OF NUCLEAR REACTOR VESSELS AND PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEMS
VOLUME 1:

EQUATIONS AND CONSTITUTIVE MODELS

INTRODUCTION

1.0

The COBRA/TRAC computer program has been developed to predict the
thermal-hydraulic response of nuclear reactor primary coolant systems to
small-and large-break loss-of-coolant accidents and other anticipated
transients.

It is derived from the merging of COBRA-TF and TRAC-PD2 (Ref.

1).

The COBRA-TF computer code provides a two-fluid, three-field
representation of two-phase flow.
and is compressible.

Each field is treated in three dimensions

Continuous vapor, continuous liquid and entrained liquid

drop are the three fields.

The conservation equations for each of the three

fields and for heat transfer from and within the solid structures in contact
with the fluid are solved using a semi-implicit, finite-difference numerical
technique on an Eulerian mesh.

COBRA-TF features extremely flexible noding

for both the hydrodynamic mesh and the heat transfer solution.

This

flexibility provides the capability to model the wide variety of geometries
encountered in vertical components of nuclear reactor primary systems.
TRAC-PD2 is a systems code designed to model the behavior of the entire
reactor primary system.
system.

It features special models for each component in the

These include accumulators,

generators, and the reactor vessel.

pumps,

valves, pipes,

pressurizers,

steam

With the exception of the reactor vessel,

the thermal-hydraulic response of these components to transients is treated
with a five-equation drift flux representation of two-phase flow.

The vessel

component of TRAC-PD2 is somewhat restricted in the geometries that can be
modeled and cannot treat the entrainment of liquid drops from the continuous
liquid phase directly.
The TRAC-PD2 vessel module has been removed and COBRA-TF has been
implemented as the new vessel component in TRAC-PD2.
COBRA/TRAC.

The resulting code is

The vessel component in COBRA/TRAC has the extended capabilities

1.1

provided by the three-field representation of two-phase flow and the flexible
noding.

The code has been assessed against a variety of two-phase flow data

from experiments simulating important phenomena anticipated during postulated
accidents and transients.
The documentation of the COBRA/TRAC program consists of five separate
volumes.

Volume 1 contains a description of the basic three-field

conservation equations and constitutive models used in the vessel component
(COBRA-TF).
vessel.

Volume 2 contains the finite-difference equations for the

It

describes the numerical techniques used to solve these equations

and the coupling between the TRAC-PD2 equations and the COBRA-TF vessel
equations.

Volume 3 is the Users'

Manual.

It contains line-by-line input

instructions for COBRA/TRAC and user-guidance for application of the code.
Volume 4,

the Applications Manual,

assess the performance of the code.

contains the results of simulations run to
Volume 5 is a Programmers'

This volume, Equations and Constitutive Models,

Guide.

describes the

conservation equations and physical models used in the vessel module.

The

constitutive relations in COBRA-TF include state-of-the-art physical models
for the interfacial mass transfer, the interfacial drag forces, the liquid and
vapor wall drag, the wall and interfacial heat transfer, the rate of
entrainment and deentrainment, and the thermodynamic properties of water.

In

addition, a mixing length turbulence model has been included as an option.
Section 2 presents the two-fluid phasic conservation equations and their
extension to the three-field model.

The physical models used in the

hydrodynamic solution are discussed in Section 3.
heat transfer solution are given in Section 4.

The physical models for the

Appendix A to this volume

provides the derivation of the two-fluid phasic conservation equations.
Appendix B lists the nuclear material properties used by the nuclear rod
model.

Appendix C describes the logic for calculating thermal connectors for

the conduction solution.

1.2

2.0

CONSERVATION EQUATIONS FOR THE THREE-FIELD MODEL OF TWO-PHASE FLOW

Multiphase flows consist of two or more fluids separated by moving phase
interfaces.

Material properties are assumed to change discontinuously across

these interfaces.

In general,

liquid, solid, or gas.

the phases present can be any combination of

The flow pattern can take any one of a wide variety of

forms,

such as bubbly flow, droplet flow, gas-particle flow, and stratified

flow.

Exact conservation equations can be derived for each phase, and jump

conditions relating variables on each side of the phase interface can be
formulated, much as in single-phase shock wave theory.
initial and boundary conditions,

With appropriate

these equations could theoretically be solved

for the exact motion of each phase and the phase interfaces.
simple cases,

Except in a few

however, an exact analysis of multiphase flow is

because of its complex and essentially chaotic nature.

impossible

Fortunately, one is

generally not interested in the exact motion of each droplet or bubble but
instead wants to learn something about the average behavior of each phase.
Thus, most work in multiphase flow is done with some kind of average
equations.
The average conservation equations used in the vessel module of
COBRA/TRAC are derived following the methods of Ishii (Ref.

2).

used is a simple Eulerian time average over a time interval,

The average

At, assumed to be

long enough to smooth out the random fluctuations present in a multiphase flow
but short enough to preserve any gross unsteadiness in the flow.

The

resulting average equations can be cast in either the mixture form or the twofluid form.

Because of its greater physical appeal and broader range of

application, the two-fluid approach is used as the foundation for COBRA/TRAC.
The two-fluid formulation uses a separate set of conservation equations
and constitutive relations for each phase.

The effects of one phase on

another are accounted for by interaction terms appearing in the equations.
The conservation equations have the same form for each phase; only the
constitutive relations and physical properties differ.

Thus,

although usually

derived for two-phase flow, the two-fluid model immediately generalizes to nphase flow.

2.1

The three-field formulation used in the vessel module of COBRA/TRAC is a
straightforward extension of the two-fluid model.
The fields included are
vapor, continuous liquid, and entrained liquid. Dividing the liquid phase
into two fields is the most convenient and physically reasonable way of
handling flows where the liquid can appear in both film and droplet form. In
such flows the motion of the droplets can be quite different from the motion
of the film, so a. single set of average liquid phase equations cannot
adequately describe the liquid flow or the interaction between liquid and
vapor.
Section 2 describes the development of the two-fluid, three-field
conservation equations solved in the vessel module of COBRA/TRAC. The twofluid phasic conservation equations are presented in Section 2.1, along with
the assumptions necessary to obtain them. (The derivation of these equations
can be found in Appendix A of this volume.) In Section 2.2 the additional
assumptions and notation for the three-field model are presented, and the
three-field conservation equations are derived. The equations are written out
in component form in Section 2.3, and the classical subchannel form is
compared with the Cartesian coordinate equations.
2.1

TWO-FLUID PHASIC CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

The phasic conservation equations given in this section describe the
time-averaged behavior of phase k, which can be any phase in a multiphase
flow. All fluid variables appearing in these equations are time-averaged
quantities. The averaging process used is described in Appendix A, where
precise definitions of all the average variables are given. The phasic
conservation equations are general within the assumptions listed below.
Assumptions
1.

Gravity is the only body force.

2.

There is no volumetric heat generation in the fluid.

3.

Radiation heat transfer is limited to rodoto drop and rod to steam.

4.

The pressure is the same in all phases.

2.2

5.

The dissipation can be neglected in the enthalpy formulation of the
energy equation.

While assumptions three and four simplify the conservation equations
considerably, especially the energy equation, they also-somewhat limit their
applicability. But for situations typically encountered in reactor safety
analysis these assumptions are usually justified. (Further discussion of
these assumptions is given in Appendix A.)
Conservation of Mass

a
Ht(akP

+ V

+

Rate of
change
of mass

kPk2

(2.1)

= rk

Rate of
mass efflux

Rate of mass transfer
to phase k from the
other phases

=

Conservation of Momentum

~t

V

+TT )]T + Mr +

+ V * [a

+

~=k-=kA!k

k

-

ak VP

(2+M)
(2.2)

d

Rate of
change of
momentum

+

Rate of
efflux of
momentum

Vi scous and
turbulent

+

+
Momentum
exchange
due to mass
transfer to
phase k

forces

Pk

=

2.3

Gravity
force

+

Interfacial

drag force

Pressure
gradient
force

Conservation of Energy

a

(akPkhk) + V

(* Pkhkk) =

+

V * [ak(-Qk ++

-

T

+ rk hP + q

k

Ik
Ik + ok-a
(2.3)

Rate of
change of
enthalpy
+

+

Energy
+
exchange
due to mass
transfer to
phase k

Rate of
efflux
of enthalpy

Conduction and
turbulent heat
flux

=

Interfacial
heat transfer

+

Pressure
derivative

The following definitions have been used in the above equations:

ak

= average k-phase void fraction

Pk

= average k-phase density

Ui

= average k-phase velocity

rk

= average rate of mass transfer to phase k from the other phases

g

= acceleration of gravity

P

= average pressure

=k

T

= average k-phase viscous stress tensor (stress deviator)

•Tk

= k-phase turbulent (Reynolds)

stress tensor

_r

= average supply of momentum to phase k due to mass transfer to
phase k

d

= average drag force on phase k by the other phases

hk

= average k-phase enthalpy

-•k

= average k-phase conduction vector

q-kT

= k-phase turbulent heat flux

hk
h

= surface average enthalpy of phase k

2.4

2.2

THREE-FIELD CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
In the three-field formulation there are three continuity equations,

three momentum equations, and two energy equations.
are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium.)

(The two liquid fields

These equations are obtained from

Equations 2.1 through 2.3 by introducing the appropriate three-field notation
and a few simplifying assumptions.
Three-Field Model Notation

2.2.1

In general,

the subscripts v,

z and e refer to the vapor, continuous

liquid and entrained liquid fields, respectively.
transfer between phases is,
r"'

=

The term describing mass

handled somewhat differently.

however,

Let

average rate of vapor generation per unit volume

Since both liquid fields can contribute to the vapor generation rate, let
n= the fraction of the total vapor generation coming from the
entrained liquid
r

=

average rate of vapor generation per unit volume coming from the

= nrl"
e
r11= average rate of vapor generation per unit volume coming from the

entrained liquid,

r'"'

continuous liquid, r"'

=

(1 -)r"

The two liquid fields can exchange mass by entrainment as well as by phase
For notation let

change.

S"' = average net rate of entrainment per unit volume
With the above definitions the mass transfer terms can be written as

r

=

r,

= -r"'

-S"

= -(1 -

rn)r"'

r

= -r"'
e

+ S'

= -nr"'

+ Sit'

e

2.5

- S"'

(2.4)

The interfacial momentum exchange terms can be expressed as

Md
e

1oil
_v

T

d =
M_

i.I

ýe

--Ive

o'

-

--I'

-XIIye

(2.5)

where
Till

= average drag force per unit volume by the vapor on the continuous
liquid

Til

= average drag force per unit volume by the vapor on the entrained

IV2.

Ive

liquid

The momentum exchange due to mass transfer between the three fields can
be written as

Mr

Mr

=

Mr
-e

=

r Isr
IU)
-(r

-

(2.6)

(Sol 4J)

11U) + (Sa"'U)

This notation was chosen to emphasize the fact that Mr is due only to vapor
generation, but M and M_ are affected by both vapor generation and
entrainment.
2.2.2

Three-Field Model Assumptions
To obtain the three-field model from Equations 2.1 through 2.3, the

following assumptions are needed:
1.

The turbulent stresses and turbulent heat flux of the entrained phase can
be neglected, so

2.6

0

TT

(2.7)
T =e 0
2.

When the equations are solved on a finite-difference grid, the viscous
stresses can be partitioned into wall shear and fluid-fluid shear. The
fluid-fluid shear can be neglected in the entrained liquid phase. The
notation for this is given below.
T
V • (ee)

e=e

V.

T
(atv)

V

(a)

=

-we
T"' + V • (aa
V=V )
-wv

v=V

(2.8)

- '"'+ V• (aa)

T"' are the forces exerted by the wall on
In Equation 2.8, T"', Ti"'l and -wi
-wv -we'
the vapor, the entrained liquid and the continuous liquid, respectively;
are the fluid-fluid viscous stress tensors for the vapor and
a
and a
=V
=X
the liquid.

3.

The conduction heat flux can be partitioned into a wall term and a fluidfluid conduction term. The latter is assumed negligible in the entrained
liquid. Thus,

-v

.

(a Q )

-v

.

(a•9Q +o"
(2.9)

-V • (`ae

+

Qd)

-V • (sq) +

(2'.9

where Q" and Qw" are the wall heat transfer rates per unit volume to the
w
wv
vapor and liquid, respectively; q X is the fluid-fluid conduction vector
for the continuous liquid; and q. is the fluid-fluid conduction vector
for the vapor.
4.

All mass entering or leaving a phase interface is at saturation.
Therefore,

2.7

hvi = hg
(2.10)
hk = hf

2.2.3

Three-Field Equations
Substituting Equations 2.4 through 2.10 into Equations 2.1 through 2.3

yields the three-field conservation equations used in COBRA-TF.
Conservation of Mass (3 equations)

(a

p

(a p

+ V • (a

+ V

(aeP + Ve

U

(a

(a ptU ^)

=

r"p

=

-

ra il

- r"

2.8

-

Si

+ S"'

(2.11)

Conservation of Momentum (3 equations)

(

t

Tt

P) Ua

v

+ V • (avpU)U

T + Cl
+ V • [av(v + T)]
-wv
V
=V

a-(a
Tt

-

a VP + avP

+ap

I T 1
-+
"'

+

-vx

yve

(r"' U)

p U) + V - (ap U) = -a VP +a
V
x. X-xt

U

+o (

+V

TU(aepzU~ge) + v

-

-

VMV-

(

aU U

-(r"''u)

(aepk eU-e)=

-

p

- (s"'u)

aevp + aeP

+-"

+

Ive"

(r''u)
+ (s"'u)
e

(2.12)

Conservation of Energy (2 equations)

~(a Pvhv) + V • (% v

-

vUv

=

-

V

•~~

.

+

+

+

q1all

Iv

I +
+ V

ap
LV 7

a

-Tf [ax

+

ae))pt
9 hg

= - V . [a 9 (_T

+ V - (a9, p2 ,h .9

.T

(aepghjz)

+V

r"+ + q'j' +

2.9

Sm,

+ (a 9 +

aP

(2.13)

The use of a single energy equation for the combined continous liquid and
liquid droplet fields means that both fields are assumed to be at the same
temperature. In regions where both liquid droplets and liquid films are
present this can be justified in view of the large rate of mass transfer
between the two fields, which will tend to draw both to the same
temperature. This assumption leads to a great simplification in the numerical
solution of the equations, resulting in a reduced computing cost. The user is
cautioned to carefully review results for problems where temperature
differences between the droplet field and continuous liquid within a single
mesh cell may be significant.
2.3

THREE-FIELD CONSERVATION EQUATIONS IN COMPONENT FORM

COBRA-TF has been developed for use with either rectangular Cartesian or
subchannel coordinates. This allows a fully three-dimensional treatment in
geometries amenable to description in a Cartesian coordinate system. For more
complex or irregular geometries the user may select the subchannel formulation
(which neglects some of the convective terms in the above equations) or a
mixture of the two. The subchannel approach has been used by the COBRA
(Ref. 3) codes for bundle thermal-hydraulic analysis. To illustrate the
difference between the two formulations, the vapor momentum equation is
written out in component form for each case in the paragraphs below. (The
momentum equations for the continuous and entrained liquid fields are treated
analogously but are not shown.)

2.10

Cartesian Coordinates

2.3.1

Let u, v and w denote the x, y and z components of velocity with x being
the vertical coordinate. The Cartesian components of the vapor momentum
equation are:
x-component (vertical)

-•

T

+

(a vP vU V) + -• ( v v v v + -Y ( % Pv'
v~
V'v) + -•.
a ( a~ ~ v
a
a

reel

wvx

T11 I

"till

-

Iv~

wvX

-

Vt.

x

vex

_ C% -•

=

-

+ (r"'u)x

V g

(2.14)

y-component

*v

u
~~'vv~)

+

vVV V) +
(c pVV

+

(,Vpv~~~v('~

+

Tel I

-Too1

wvy

vXy

aVp1W)

ayazTy

Iye
y

+

ap
=

-

(r"'U)

(2.15)

z-component

+a

(a

+ T-~

v

wv23
Iubchn
Ivez
2.3.2

Subchannel

aapWU)+a
cy~~

T-w (cy)vw~vv)

+ Tz- (,

=

-

*Ivez + (r"'u)z

( z -~

(2.16)

Coordinates

Fixed transverse coordinates are not used in the subchannel
formulation.

Instead, all transverse flows are assumed to occur through gaps

2.11

Thus, one transverse momentum equation applies to

(e.g., between fuel rods).

all gaps regardless of the gap orientation.
component momentum equations to only two:

This reduces the number of
vertical and transverse.

Vertical Momentum

S(PvUvA)
~k

+ x (avpvuvuvA) + E (avpvUvVvS)k

(2.17)

A + (r"U)x A

x

Rate of change
of vertical
momentum

=

+

ve x

'X~

Rate of vertical
momentum effl ux
by axial convection

+

Rate of vertical
momentum efflux by
transverse convection

Vertical + Gravity + Vertical + Vertical

pressure
gradient
force

force

wall
shear

interfacial
drag
between
vapor and
continuous
liquid

2.12

+ Vertical

interfacial
drag
between
vapor and
entrained
liquid

+ Vertical

momentum
exchange
due to
mass transfer
to vapor

Transverse Momentum

a• (vPv

vAk) +a'-

cap

Tw
iAk

((vpvvvvvAk)

wvk k

-

T•ll

IVJk

(

+

PvvUvA)
v
+ E (cyvvvv

Sk)
(nk +)+

Ak - T"'

nkS'

(2.18)

Ak + (r"'U)kAk

vekkk

Rate of change + Rate of transverse + Rate of transverse + Rate of transverse
momentum efflux by
momentum efflux by
momentum efflux by
of transverse
orthogonal transvertical convection
transverse convecmomentum
verse convection
tion
=

+ Transverse
Transverse + Transverse + Transverse
+ Transverse
momentum
interfacial
interfacial
pressure
wall shear
exchange
drag between
drag between
gradient
due to mass
vapor and
vapor and
force
entrained
transfer to
continuous
liquid
vapor
liquid

The following notation has been used in the subchannel equations:
u = vertical velocity
v = transverse velocity
A = vertical flow area of subchannel
Ak = transverse flow area of gap k
S = gap width
S' = orthogonal gap width
L = transverse coordinate
Subscript k refers to gap k.
Subscript nk refers to orthogonal gap nk.
2.3.3

Comparison of Cartesian and Subchannel Equations
The subchannel vertical momentum equation, Equation 2.17, contains

derivatives only with respect to x and t,
differenced.

and is already partially finite-

The corresponding Cartesian component equation,

is still completely in differential form.

To compare the two,

Equation 2.14,
the Cartesian

equation must be put in a form compatible with the subchannel equation.

2.13

Figure 2.1 shows a rectangular control volume of length Ax taken from a single
subchannel.

Expressing Equation 2.14 in partially finite-differenced form for

this control volume yields

a-

(%PvUv)A +

(P

)

+[(a p u v
+

..

-
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vPv v

PUvVwVv)zo+AZ

+
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(( v V V) YO

(vPvUvWvlz°

0

=

-v
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-A

V ax4

-

CtvpvgA

0

+ 0"' A - r"'
AI wX
Ivtx

X

"'1

Iex

A + (r"'U) A

(2.19)
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FIGURE 2.1.

Control Volume for Cartesian Coordinates

2.14

The y- and z-direction vapor momentum equations can be treated in the
same fashion. Equation 2.15 becomes

vvv )Ay
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-
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y

ly
and Equation 2.16 becomes
a

a

it

(avpvwv)Az + 7

(avpvwvwv)Az

+ [(aPvwvuv)xo +AX - (avpvwvuv)xo Ay

+ [(vPvwvV)Yo+Ay - (a vPvWvVv)YO3ax
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A

V 3Z

+ r"' A WAz Z

13 Az -

z

I"e
Ivez Az +

(rI"'U)ZAZ

(2.21)

The conditions for equivalency between the subchannel and Cartesian
momentum equations can be demonstrated with the above equations.
Assuming the
subchannels are arranged in a rectangular array, equivalence requires

2.15

z (a vPv U VvS)k = [(av PvUvVv )yo+Ay - (a pvUvVv) YOz
k
k
0

(2.22)

+ [(%PvUvWvzo0 +A - (apU vwv)z 34y
In addition, gaps with unit vectors in the y-direction must have

nSSpvv)
Vn(
vv av S(kPvv~vn
=[%vvwz+Z
=
pvvWv)zo+'& - (%PvvWv)z 0

(2.23)

while gaps with unit vectors in the z-direction must have

nk

(a P v vv

nk

s nk) = [(avvpwVv)Y

0

+AY - (avPvw v )Y]X

The user selects either the three-dimensional
subchannel formulation by input.

(2.24)

0

Cartesian equations or the

When the subchannel formulation is chosen,

the second and fourth terms on the left side of the transverse momentum
equation (Equation 2.18) are neglected, yielding the historical form of the
subchannel transverse momentum equation.

The corresponding components of

viscous and turbulent shear stresses are also neglected in the subchannel
formul ati on.

2.16

PHYSICAL MODELS

3.0

The conservation equations presented in Section 2.0 are solved
numerically on a finite-difference mesh made up of numerous computational
cells.

Closure of the equation set requires physical models for the mass

exchange among the three fields at the phase interfaces,
momentum at the interfaces,

the exchange of

the drag forces at solid boundaries,

the viscous

stress and turbulence terms in the continuous fields, and the entrainment
rate.

In addition, property relations for water are needed.
This section contains descriptions of the physical models used in the

vessel module of COBRA/TRAC.

To facilitate the explanation of the physical

models a brief description of the computational cell structure and variable
placement for the vessel module is given in Section 3.1.

(A more complete

discussion of this topic can be found in Volume 2, Numerical Solution
Methods.)
regime.

To implement many of these models the code must define the flow
Section 3.2 describes the flow regime map and various parameters used

to characterize two-phase flow,

such as bubble size and film thickness.

The

interfacial mass transfer model is explained in Section 3.3, and in
Section 3.4 the interfacial
wall drag force model.

drag force is discussed.

The viscous stress, turbulent stress and turbulent

heat flux models are described in Section 3.6.
entrainment models.

Section 3.5 contains the

Section 3.7 describes the

Fluid thermodynamic properties are discussed in

Section 3.8.
3.1

COMPUTATIONAL CELL STRUCTURE
A typical finite-difference mesh is shown in Figure 3.1.

volume is partitioned into a number of computational cells.

The fluid
The equations are

solved using a staggered difference scheme in which the velocities are
obtained at the mesh cell faces and the state variables such as pressure,
density, enthalpy and void fraction are obtained at the cell center.
The mesh cell is characterized by its cross-sectional area, A, its
height, Ax,

and the width,

S, of its connection with adjacent mesh cells.

3.1

I
FIGURE 3.1.

Mass/Energy Cell

The cell depicted in Figure 3.1 is a mass/energy cell,

so named because it

the cell used for solving the scalar continuity and energy equations.

is

The

momentum equations are solved on staggered cells that are centered on the
scalar mesh cell face.

The vertical and transverse momentum cells are shown

in Figure 3.2.
3.2

FLOW REGIME SELECTION
Several flow regime maps have been proposed and used by various

investigators to describe observed two-phase flow patterns (Ref.

4,5,6).

While many of these maps are useful within the range of the data for which
they were developed,
problems.

none can be generally applied to all two-phase flow

For example,

different flow patterns are observed in a test section

containing hot surfaces than are observed in a similar test section having the
same mass flux and quality but no hot surfaces.

The accurate prediction of

exactly which flow regime can be expected under a given set of flow conditions
is beyond the current understanding of two-phase flow.

3.2

With this in mind,

the

FIGURE 3.2.

Vertical and Transverse Momentum Cells

physical basis of existing flow regime maps was studied to develop the most
widely applicable and yet simplest flow regime map possible for use in the
vessel module in COBRA/TRAC.
In this regard, the work by A. E. Dukler
(Ref.

6) at the.University of Houston pertaining to flow regime transitions in
vertical flow has been very helpful.
The flow regime map used in the vessel module of COBRA/TRAC can be
divided into two main parts: 1) the logic used to select physical models in
the absence of unwetted hot surfaces (e.g., fuel rods) and 2) the logic used
when hot surfaces are present. The flow regimes described by the first set of
logic are referred to as "normal"

flow regimes, while those described by the

second set are called "hot wall" flow regimes.
for vertical

Since COBRA-TF was developed

two-phase flow, horizontal flow regimes are not considered.

The physical models used in the numerical
each mesh cell.

Therefore,

solution must be defined for

the flow regime must be determined from fluid

3.3

properties and flow conditions within each cell or in the immediate
When selecting a mesh size, care must be taken to assure

surrounding cells.

that the local flow regime map renders the correct global flow regime for the
problem under consideration.
3.2.1

Normal Flow Regimes
The physical models are selected using the normal flow regime logic if

a

mesh cell does not contain any solid surface with a temperature greater than
750 0 F.

A schematic of the normal flow regimes is shown in Figure 3.3.

The

flow regimes considered include dispersed bubbly flow, slug flow, churnturbulent flow, film flow and film mist flow.

The logic for determining the

appropriate flow regime and the transitions between flow regimes is
illustrated schematically in Figure 3.4.
If the local void fraction is less than 0.2, a dispersed bubbly flow is
assumed.

The flow consists of spherical or distorted bubbles with radius rb

determined from a critical Weber number criterion as

Web o
b.5DH

rb = min (0.5

where U4U = Uv - Up.

0.02)

(3.1)

A critical Weber number of 10 is used.

Bubbles in flashing or boiling two-phase flow will grow around nucleation
sites located within the fluid volume or on solid surfaces bounding the fluid
volume.

The number of such sites is dependent on several factors,

including

the nature and amount of solid surface as well as the amount of contaminants
and noncondensible gases present in the fluid.

The surface area for

interfacial heat transfer between the superheated liquid and vapor phases is
computed using a bubble radius that is the lesser of the two values given by
Equation 3.1 and that obtained from a minimum bubble number density:
ao

rb

0.5 (

am 1/3

(3.2)
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3.6

where Nb =

2 0 0 0 /am

Nb is in units of

and am is the larger of av and 0.001.

The dependence of the bubble number density

number of bubbles per cubic foot.

on void fraction is intended to account for coalescence of bubbles as the
vapor content of the flow increases.
0.1 in.

at a void fraction of 0.2.

The model yields a bubble radius of
The purpose of this model is to provide an

interfacial area for the initiation of flashing.

This value is highly

dependent on the purity of the water being considered.
parameter need to be developed,

Better models for this

and the model proposed here should only be

considered as the current best estimate.

The effect of solid surfaces on

bubble nucleation is treated separately and will be discussed in more detail
in Section 3.3.
It has been observed (Ref.
increases, a point is

6) that as the vapor content of the flow

reached when the dispersed bubbles become so closely

packed that they collide with one another and coalesce into larger bubbles.
Although these larger bubbles may be unstable and tend to break up again, the
collision frequency is sufficiently high to maintain larger bubbles.
the beginning of the transition to slug flow.
begins at a void fraction of 0.2.

This is

It is assumed that this process

For void fractions above 0.2, the

continuous liquid is assumed to contain small di*spersed bubbles at a volume
fraction of 0.2 while the remainder of the vapor forms a larger bubble.
large bubble will grow with increasing vapor flow until it

reaches the maximum

allowable bubble size, then another larger bubble will begin forming.
Figure 3.3.)
rb

The
(See

The radius of the large bubble is given by

C=[ (av - 0.16 a)X

(Volume of cell)]

1 3

(3.3)

and is limited to half the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel.
As the vapor content of the flow increases, the large bubbles will begin
to coalesce,
occur.

and a transition into churn-turbulent and then film flow will

It is assumed that this begins to occur at a void fraction of 0.5.

The churn-turbulent flow regime is assumed until a stable liquid film is

3.7

The void fraction at which a stable liquid film will exist depends

achieved.

on the flow channel size and the vapor velocity.

The critical void fraction

is determined from a force balance between the disruptive force of the
pressure gradient over the crest of waves on the film and the restraining
force of surface tension.
thickness is

(Ref.

The resulting expression for the critical film

7)

CIa
6 crit

- P(3.4)

The constant C1 contains the effects of wave shape and amplitude on the
surface tension force and pressure force,
wave amplitude and film thickness.

and the relationship between the

If the wave amplitude is assumed to be

about four times the film thickness,

the value of C1 should be about 0.5.

Comparison of the model with the onset of entrainment data of Dukler (Ref.
indicated that a C1 of 0.5 is a reasonable value.

8)

The film thickness in a

flow channel is given by

aDH
a

H-

(3.5)

Substituting this into the equation for critical film thickness gives the
expression for the critical void fraction for stable film flow:

a

Vcrit

1.0 - 4.0 C1/Pv Uv Z2 DH

(3.6)

The critical void fraction is limited to a minimum value of 0.8, the value at
which waves can be expected to bridge across the flow channel and cause a
transition to churn flow.

The interfacial

geometry of the churn-turbulent

flow is treated as a linear interpolation between bubble flow and film flow.

3.8

The flow is considered to consist entirely of bubbly flow as described above
at a void fraction of 0.5 and entirely of film flow at the critical void
Entrainment of liquid from the continuous liquid field into the

fraction.

droplet field is allowed in this flow regime.

The entrainment rate is

interpolated between 0.0 at a void fraction of 0.5 to the full value given by
the entrainment correlations at the critical void fraction.
smooth transition into film or film mist flow.

This provides a

It should be noted that as

long as the vapor velocity is sufficiently high to carry liquid drops away,
the film mist flow regime will be maintained.

This is consistent with

Dukler's explanation for the transition to film flow.

This transition is

predicted by the code based on the models used for the entrainment rate and
interfacial drag between the vapor and drops.
Additional checks are made to assure that the flow regimes assumed
locally are consistent with the global flow pattern.

This is done by checking

for a large void fraction difference between two mesh cells.

If one mesh cell

has a void fraction greater than 0.6 and the difference in void fraction
between the two cells is greater than 0.4, then it

is assumed that a liquid

pool or froth front exists, and the larger void fraction is used to determine
the flow regime and physical models in the pool.

If a cell has a void

fraction greater than 0.6 and the difference in void fraction between it and
the cell above it

is greater than 0.4, then an inverted pool is assumed,

and

the lower void fraction is used to determine the flow regime and physical
models.

This inverted pool regime can occur in the downcomer of a pressurized

water reactor during emergency core coolant injection.

The size of the

bubbles formed as the vapor penetrates the inverted pool interface is assumed
to be the larger of the Weber number-controlled bubble radius and an
instability-controlled bubble radius given by

rbr b

(3.7)

2

PvUR

where UR is

the vapor vertical velocity below the interface minus the liquid

vertical velocity at the interface.

3.9

The same kind of check is made in the transverse directions.

The lower

void fraction is again used to determine flow regime and physical models.

In

all other cases the void fraction of the staggered momentum mesh cell is used
to determine flow regimes and physical models in that cell.
required for the continuity mesh cells (i.e., interfacial

Physical models
heat transfer

coefficients and areas) are taken to be the average of two adjacent momentum
mesh cell values.
A check is made in the bubbly flow regimes to determine if vapor is
concentrated at the walls of the flow channel as a result of vapor generation
due to wall heat transfer.

The vertical vapor velocity resulting from vapor

generation at the heat transfer surface is given by

ur = min

ar"p
0_x S
v v

(3.8)
fgavPv

where Ax is the vertical length increment of the mesh.

This expression

assumes that all vapor generated within the cell leaves vertically.
bubble rise velocity relative to the liquid is given by (Ref.

The

9)

2 1/4
uBR = 1.414 (ag AP/P)X
(I - av)

(3.9)

If vapor is being generated at the wall at a faster rate than it can be
carried away by the flow, i.e., if
to be concentrated at the wall.

(ur - U ) > uBR,

then the vapor is assumed

The interfacial drag model computes a smaller

drag coefficient than would be possible for bubbles dispersed uniformly in the
liquid.
3.2.2

Hot Wall Flow Regimes
Effective cooling of the core is lost during the blowdown stage of a

loss-of-coolant accident in light water reactors, and the core is subjected to
a nearly adiabatic heatup.

The steam environment surrounding the rods does

3.10

not provide sufficient heat transfer from the cladding to remove heat being
added from stored energy in the fuel pellets and from fission-product decay.
This temperature excursion is halted by the injection of emergency core
cooling (ECC)

water into the reactor vessel.

As the cooling water enters the core,

it contacts the hot rods and begins

to re-establish effective cooling of the core.

It

is during this period that

the temperature excursion of the cladding is turned around.

Complex

hydrodynamic and heat transfer processes take place during this phase of the
transient as a result of saturated or subcooled water coming into contact with
the high-temperature cladding.

When the cladding temperature is above the

surface rewetting temperature, a film boiling heat transfer mechanism will be
established.

This may correspond to either a dispersed flow regime or an

inverted-annular,

two-phase flow regime,

the flow and the vapor velocity.

depending upon the liquid content of

As the cladding temperature is reduced

because of the cooling provided by film boiling, the cladding will enter a
transition boiling and finally a nucleate boiling regime.
will fall below the surface rewet temperature,

The temperature

and the surface will quench.

Heat transfer from the rod will then take place in the form of nucleate
boiling or single-phase liquid heat transfer, depending on the subcooling and
flow rate of the liquid entering the core.

The rate at which liquid will

enter the core during bottom reflood is limited by the available driving head
provided by the liquid in the downcomer and the flow resistance through the
broken hot leg.

During top reflood, the rate liquid will enter the core is

controlled by the countercurrent flow limitation.
High flow rates of superheated vapor result from the steam generated as
the rods are quenched.

Vapor velocities are usually high enough to entrain

significant fractions of the liquid in the form of drops.

This droplet

entrainment is beneficial since it enhances heat transfer downstream of the
quench front by desuperheating the steam and contributing to the total steam
flow rate as the drops evaporate.
hie "hot wall"

flow regimes are used when a mesh cell contains a solid

surface with a temperature greater than 750 0 F.

3.11

These flow regimes describe

the hydrodynamics of the highly nonhomogenous, thermal nonequilibrium, twophase flow encountered during reflood. The "hot wall" flow regimes include
subcooled inverted annular flow, saturated liquid chunk flow, dispersed dropvapor flow, falling film flow and top deluge.
The normal direction for reflood is from the bottom of the core, but a
top quench front is assumed to exist if the mesh cell above the cell with a
hot wall contains no surfaces with a temperature greater than Tsat + 75-F.
If
the void fraction is greater than 0.8, a falling film flow regime is assumed
in the cell containing the top quench front; otherwise a top deluge is
assumed. In the deluge regime the flow is assumed to consist of large liquid
chunks having diameters equal to the flow channel hydraulic diameter. Droplet
deposition and entrainment is allowed in the falling film regime.
An inverted annular flow regime is assumed during bottom reflood if the
continuous liquid phase is subcooled. This regime consists of a liquid core
surrounded by a vapor film. If the liquid is saturated, then a liquid chunk
flow regime is assumed in which the flow is considered as liquid drops
surrounded by vapor. Entrainment of liquid into the entrained droplet field
is allowed in this flow regime, permitting a transition to dispersed flow
based on the physical. models for the entrainment rate and droplet/vapor
interfacial drag. The deposition and breakup of droplets on grid spacers is
also considered. The hot wall flow regimes are illustrated in Figure 3.5, and
Figure 3.6 shows the selection logic.
3.3

INTERFACIAL MASS TRANSFER

The model for interfacial mass transfer is obtained from the energy jump
condition, Equation A.37, by neglecting the mechanical terms and averaging.
This yields
-q18 - q111
Sv(3.1)
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FALLING FILM REGIME

QUENCH FRONT LOCATION

DISPERSED DROPLET FLOW
DROPS DE-ENTRAI N AND
BREAK UP ON GRID SPACER

5

,LIQUID
CHUNK (LIQUID
SATURATED)
INVERTED ANNULAR FLOW
(LIQUID SUBCOOLED)
QUENCH FRONT LOCATION
NORMAL FLOW REGIMES

FIGURE 3.5.

Hot Wall Flow Regimes
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REG IME

NO

INVERTED ANNULAR REGIM
ENTRAINMENT POS S IBLE

LIQUID CHUNK FLOW REGIME
ENTRAINMENT POSSIBLE
FIGURE 3.6.

Hot Wall Flow Regime Selection Logic
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The interfacial heat transfer, q'', for phase k is given by

q" ' = H Al'

Ik

k

(Ts - Tk)

(3.11)

where A"' is the average interfacial area per unit volume and H is a surface
heat transfer coefficient.
into four components,

is convenient to divide the vapor generation
depending on whether the phase is

two for each phase,

superheated or subcooled.
of these components.

It

The total vapor generation rate is given by the sum

For example,

r,"' the vapor generation per unit volume

resulting from superheated liquid, is given by

All' (hX
SHLI
Cpt hfg

H
r1
SHL

hf
f

(3.12)

Analogous relations hold for subcooled liquid (SCL)
and subcooled vapor (SCV).

The fraction (n)

superheated vapor (SHV)

of total vapor generation coming

from the entrained liquid is given by

n=min

1-a vhf

(1.0

-

-

fk

,for

vaporization

and
=

(1-a

for condensation.

The interfacial area per unit volume,
are the heat transfer coefficients,

H.

A"',

is based on flow regime,

as

Correlations for the various heat

transfer coefficients are given in Table 3.1, and models for interfacial area
for each flow regime are given in Table 3.2.
used in Table 3.1 are defined as follows:

3.15

The various Reynolds numbers

TABLE 3.1.

Interfacial

Fl ow
Regime

Correl ation

Mode of
Heat Transfer
HSHV

Heat Transfer Coefficients

(Btu/hr-ftf-°F)

1.0-x 104 (a)

Bubble

(2.0 + 0.74 Re0.5 Pry1/3) kV
V
H

T- vp

IUvI r

(Ref.

10)

Large Bubble

Film

2

0 5
(2.0 + 0.74 Re . Prvl1/3)

d

Vd

(Ref.

10)

Drop

kV

0 5
(2.0 + 0.74 Re . Prl

v

3

)k

v DH

Liquid chunk,
inverted annular

HSCV

(a)

1.0 x 104 (a)

All regimes

Constant large value used to drive phase to equilibrium
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(continued)

TABLE 3.1.

(Btu/hr-ft

Heat Transfer
HSHL

Flow

Correl ation

Mode of

2

Regime

-°F)

1/2

U II
1k PIUv
'-7
rb

Bubble
Large bubble,

1.0 x 105 (a)

liquid chunk
and inverted
annular
The maximum of:
1.925 p 2 Cp lIU /(Ref

2 /3

Pr 2/3

Film (b)

for Ref < 1000

0.2701PC

0
lUI/(Re .38

P 2/3

for 1000 < Ref
and:
2.Ok 9l6

2k
c,--•(c

(b)

=

*2.7)

(Ref.

11)

Drop

From Colburn analogy using friction factors of Hughmark (Ref.

3.17

13)

TABLE 3.1.

Correl ation
(Btu/hr-ft 2 -OF)

Mode of
Heat Transfer
HSCL

(continued)

1 k•U•
(
--

1

A1W

Fl ow
Regime

1/2
1)

P• C

(Ref.

X

rb

12)

Bubble, large
bubble

1.925 p• Cp IU I/(Re2/3Pr 2/3)
1Ptf

Film (b)

for Ref < 1000

0.2701 pg Cp IU I/(Re0.

38

Pr2/3)

for 1000 < Ref
2k
C T'•d

3- r;d

(C = 2.7)

0 Ref.

11)

Drop, liquid
chunk,
inverted
annular
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TABLE 3.2.

Interfacial Heat Transfer Area Per Unit Volume
Interfacial Area, AI

Flow Regime

Bubble

Nb 4 lrrz

Film

fv

Liquid Chunk

Nd

Inverted Annular

1W P /A

(a)

Pw/A

1T

DH

(b)

Drop interfacial area

Drop

transport equation
(Equations 3.18 and
3.19)

(b) Nd

(a)
Nb =

DH
"-b--

v :
TJ- b,

3.19

Rev =

DHPvIJU
Pv v •,

2r p 1I9(

(

bAU
bmb

Re- =

2 rd

Red

-

).

2.5

(•v

V

+ 0.4 p)

b

.2.5(

Pvl1vel

pmb

b

9.+ 0.4 vV)
PVVV+ £J)

qV

0HpX IUP
Ref

(3.13)

=UH

The friction factor, fI' is given by Wallis (Ref.

f

14)

= 0.005 (1 + 75 aX)

(3.14)

The smaller bubble size of the one given by the Weber number criterion
(Equation 3.1) and that given by the bubble number density (Equation 3.2) is
used to compute the area for superheated liquid interfacial heat transfer.

In

addition, nucleation on solid surfaces is accounted for by an additional
interfacial heat transfer coefficient and area given by:

H (8.0 + 0.023 Re

(HkA7

SHL'

=

8

Pr4

(3.15)

HA(8.05

Here the interfacial area has been assumed to be equal to the surface area of
the solid structure within the mesh cell,

and the interfacial heat transfer

coefficient is given by the Dittus-Boelter correlation (Ref.

15).

A more

general correlation for nucleation on solid surfaces is needed and will
replace Equation 3.15 should one become available.

3.20

The effect of grid spacers on the superheated vapor interfacial heat
transfer during reflood is added to the interfacial heat transfer between
drops and vapor.

Experimental data (Ref.

16) has indicated that grid spacers

have a significant effect on desuperheating the vapor flowing through the grid
spacer.

This effect is important, as the reduced vapor temperature enhances

the rod heat transfer in the upper portions of the bundle,
peak cladding temperatures.

resulting in lower

This effect has been accounted for in two ways.

First, as droplets pass through the grid spacer, a certain fraction of them
Since the grid has no internal heat generation,

will hit the grid structure.

the droplets rewet the grid early in the reflood transient, forming a liquid
film on the grid.

This wet grid acts as a large area for interfacial

transfer between the liquid film and the superheated vapor.

heat

The interfacial

heat transfer coefficient is assumed to be given by the Dittus-Boelter
(Ref.

15) correlation,

and the interfacial area is assumed to be equal to the

surface area of the grid spacer,

(0.023 Rev

(HA")GRID =

(3.16)

0.222 Pw/AAX
PrO3)
r8

H
The factor 0.222 was determined by assuming a rod diameter of 0.422 in., a rod
pitch of 0.563 in., and a grid spacer height of 1.57 in.
typical for PWRs.)

(These values are

The second major effect of grid spacers is that as the

droplets hit the grid, the impact creates a splatter of smaller droplets which
rapidly evaporate.

This has been accounted for by increasing the droplet

interfacial area by 55% in mesh cells containing grids.

(This value is based

on FLECHT/SEASET data.)
When a combination of flow regimes exist within a mesh cell,

the total

interfacial heat transfer coefficient times area is the sum of the HA"'
all regimes.

For example,

if

for

the flow consists of small and large bubbles,

the total is given as
H All I = (H
Al1,+(,l
SHLAI
(HSHLAI )SMALL

1(
+ (HsHLAI )LARGE

BUBBLES

BUBBLES
3.21

.7
(3.17)

The same is true for liquid film and drops, etc.
The total interfacial area of drops within a mesh cell is determined by
solving an interfacial area concentration transport equation as follows:

'd

+ Al
A

+
Rate of
change of
interfacial
area
concentration

U
d 'U)

Res

Rate of
efflux of
interfacial
area
concentration

(3.18)

+ S'

=

Rate of
i nterfaci al
area generation
due to entrainment and
deposition of
drops

+

Rate of
interfacial
area concentration
change due to
phase change

Once a drop is formed, no further breakup is assumed to occur, and the drops
change size only as a result of condensation,
formation.

vaporization or new drop

The drop size is easily computed from the interfacial area as

rd = d3 a /Al'l
e Id

(3.19)

The expression for rs, the drop formation size, is dependent on the conditions
under which the drop is formed, and is discussed with the entrainment model in
Section 3.7.
3.4

INTERFACIAL DRAG FORCE

The average interfacial drag force per unit volume between the vapor and
continuous liquid is defined as a function of relative velocity,

II'

-v

=

K

(3.20)

U

vy-v X

3.22

The drag force between the vapor and entrained liquid is also a function of
the relative velocities of the two fields,

r"'

ye

=K

U
yvenv

(3.21)

The interfacial friction coefficients,

KI,

are dependent on flow regime and

are defined as follows:
Bubble

K

= 0.375 cb

K

= 0.375 CDd

IUb

(3.22)

ev-ve

(3.23)

p IU

(3.24)

IU

(3.25)

Drop

Ive

d

Film

K

IH

f
= 2.0 y

H v v-v2

Inverted Annular

f
IH

= 2. 0 f
K

p

v
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Expressions for the bubble and drop drag coefficients,
discussed by Ishii (Ref.

9).

CDb and CDd'

are

The drag coefficients are Reynolds number

dependent and closely related to the drag coefficients for single bubbles and
drops in an infinite medium.
The drag coefficient for a single bubble in an
infinite liquid medium is shown in Figure 3.7.
behave as a solid sphere in the viscous regime.

The bubble is considered to
At higher Reynolds numbers

the bubble is characterized by a distorted shape and irregular motion.
In
this distorted particle regime the drag coefficient increases with Reynolds
number.

As the Reynolds number further increases, the bubble becomes

spherical-cap shaped and the drag coefficient becomes constant.
As discussed by Ishii,

in the viscous regime the drag coefficient of a

single particle in a multiparticle system may be assumed to have the same
functional form as that of single particle in an infinite medium provided that
the Reynolds number is computed using the appropriate mixture viscosity.
Therefore,

in the viscous regime the drag coefficient on a bubble is given by

-

(1.0

24

CDb

+

0.1 Reb.75(

b

075

(3.26)

where Reb is defined as in Equation 3.13.

The mixture viscosity is used in

Reb because a particle moving in a multiparticle system experiences a greater
resistance than a single particle in an infinite medium.

As it moves it must

not only deform the fluid but the neighboring particles as well.

The effect

is seen by the particle as an increased viscosity.
In the distorted particle regime it is again assumed that the drag
coefficient for a particle in a multiparticle system is the same as that of a
single particle in an infinite medium with the Reynolds number based on a
mixture viscosity.

In addition, it

is assumed that churn-turbulent flow

always exists in the distorted particle regime.

Under these conditions a

particle tends to move in the wake caused by other particles.

Therefore,

the

velocity used in the drag c.,fficient and Reynolds number should be the drift
velocity, Uvj = (1 - av) UvL.

The drag coefficient in the churn-turbulent

regime is then
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FIGURE 3.7.

CD
Db

Single-Bubble Drag Coefficient

v)2

--N Reb (1
NV

(3.27)

where

NN' =

1/2
S(

(3.28)

P- PV)

Reb = 2 rb p,(1

-

av)IUvI/im

and

3.25

(3.29)

Tm=
1 PT
- av)

The (1

-

(3.30)

•V)2 in the expression for the drag coefficient results from using

the drift velocity to compute the drag force.
Churn-turbulent flow is also assumed, for the cap bubble regime where

C

D

8

Tv)(1

-

(3.31)

2

For the large-bubble flow regime, Equation 3.26 is assumed to apply down
to the limit of Newton's regime where the drag coefficient for a single solid
sphere becomes constant at a value of 0.45.

Within Newton's regime the large

bubbles are assumed to move with respect to the average volumetric flux, and

therefore

CDb = 0.45 (1 - av)2

(3.32)

The viscous regime is assumed for drops, and the drag coefficient has the
same form as that for bubbles except the Reynolds number is Red, as defined by
Equation 3.13. The drop drag coefficient is limited to a minimum value of
0.45.
The friction factor, fl,

for film flow is dependent on whether the film

is stable or unstable. It has been observed experimentally that the onset of
film instability causes a sudden increase in system pressure drop. This is a
result of increased roughness of the liquid film caused by large, unstable
waves. While the film friction factor for unstable film flow in large tubes
has been studied, the correlati. - does not extrapolate to hydraulic diameters
typical of LWR fuel bundles. Henstock and Hanratty (Ref. 17) have correlated

3.26

a large amount of cocurrent and countercurrent film flow data; however, their
correlation does not predict the sudden increase in pressure drop at the onset
of instability.
Until further information becomes available,

it has been assumed that the

film friction factor for stable films is given by the correlation recommended
by Wallis (Ref.

14),

Equation 3.14.

This expression is also used for unstable

films when solving the transverse momentum equations.
vertical momentum equations,

When solving the

the friction factor for unstable films is taken

to be the larger of either Henstock and Hanratty's correlation or five times
the value of fI given by the Wallis correlation.
Henstock and Hanratty's correlation is of the form,

fI = fs {11 + 140OF [1 -exp

(_1
G (1 + 1400F)
13.2F

3/ 2

}11

(.

where

G

=

pI g DH
Pv v fs
F - =+

11X

Re v

v

Pt

+0.5

0.9)2.5]0.40

25

m [(0.707 Re 0 5 ) 2 .

+ (0.0379 Re

fs= 0.046 Rev 0 ' 2 0

(3.34)

v
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The multiplication factor of five was obtained from the observed difference
between the pressure drop characteristics for stable films and that for
unstable films (Ref.
correlation,

This can be replaced by a more appropriate

8).

should one become available.

The friction factor for inverted

annular flow is assumed to be a constant,
(3.35)

fl = 0.01
until more information is available.

An additional interfacial drag force is calculated for interfaces that
occur at mesh cell boundaries.

These interfaces are detected by changes in

void fraction between adjacent cells, and can occur on either horizontal or
For two cells, i and j,

vertical cell boundaries.

a vertical or transverse connection,

connected to each other by

an intercell interface is assumed

when ai > 0.8 and aj < 0.6, so that cell i is on the vapor side of the
interface and cell j is on the liquid side.

The drag force is a function of

the difference between the vapor velocity in cell i and the liquid velocity in
cell j,

and is given by

1
Fi = f
1

Pvluvi
7

1

-

u~j (Uv

V

1v

- u ~)Ax
i
X

(3.36)

for the vertical direction and

1y

Fy = f

12VvIV i

v

v- V j)iy)A
xi
I(v

for the transverse direction.
appropriate intercell areas.
given good results.

(3.37)

In these equations A, and A, are the
A friction factor of 0.08 is assumed and has

The intercell

i'aiterfacial force is added to the liquid

momentum equation in cell j (on the liquid side of the interface) and
subtracted from the vapor momentum equation in cell i (on the vapor side).
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3.5

WALL DRAG FORCE
The wall drag forces per unit volume on each phase,

'

T"'

T"'

xI -wv

and

"', are
--we

defined as functions of the phase velocities

-- S".'
W

= -

KUI
ý_

(3.38)

=-KU

(3.39)

eKU

(3.40)

Zwv

v-Zv

The drag coefficients, KL, Ke and Kv, contain both the local form loss and the
friction factor and are defined as

K fI

+ OL E-)
H

(3.41)

P IU
-

(3.42)

Ke

Kae K
IU
Ax " -e

(3.43)

The friction factors for single-phase liquid flow, f., and single-phase vapor
flow,

fv,

are computed from laminar or modified Blasius correlations based on

the single-phase liquid or vapor Reynolds number.

fk

f

60.0055
4 .O/Rek+

0.55 Rek- 1 3

turbulent
flow
laminar flow
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(3.44)

The vapor friction factor, f., is set to zero for the bubbly, film and singleThe liquid friction factor,

phase liquid flow regimes.
the single-phase vapor,
3.6

f.,

is set to zero for

inverted annular and droplet (no film) flow regimes.

VISCOUS STRESS AND TURBULENCE MODELS
As noted in Section 2.2.2, the viscous stresses and the turbulence terms

are modeled only in the continuous liquid and vapor fields.
fluid viscous stress tensor,

g 921 (

+

a,•, Ishii (Ref.

For the fluid-

2) proposes the rel ation

)

(3.45)

where
1

D

+

D jtB
- 2[VU-2, +

(3.46)

(-U ._

and

b
D

[V

ct ,

~

The tensors

a-

D and D

(Uv - Up) + (U

.-

-

_U)

-2

-1-

Val

91

(3.47)

are called the bulk and interfacial deformation

tensors, respeptively,Iand bI(a9 ) is called the mobility of the liquid phase.
The viscous stress model used in the code is a simplified version of the
The interfacial

above model.

normal stresses are neglected.

deformation and the viscous contributions to the
Thus, the viscous stress model becomes

2

(3.48)

3.30

where

,aUX.
( "+

j =

au
•)

The simplest three-dimensional
Prandtl's mixing length theory.

9QB +
=
TT =2 T

(3.49)

(1 - 6a )

turbulence model is a generalization of

With this in mind,

Ishii (Ref.

2) assumes

)(3.50)
I)I(.0

whereT is an eddy viscosity for the liquid and can be a function of
Iw
a, P,. Ut, the distance to the nearest wall,
(D

+ D

).

Drew and Lahey (Ref.

and the scalar invariants of

18) point out that Equation 3.50 predicts

zero turbulent normal stress in a simple shear flow and therefore cannot be
They propose a more general model involving four unknown parameters
(Since no experimental results for
which must be determined by experiment.
correct.

these parameters have been published, their model is not usable at this time.)
A generalization of the Ishii model has been implemented in the code.
The turbulent stress tensor is given by

T =PT F

2

(3.51)

The turbulent pressure, defined by

(3.52)

T
1 TTj
Pt=_

3.31

is included to mode 1 the normal stresses, while the deformation term models
the shear stresses.
The tensor F , defined by

F9=

F9lI

0

0

F

0

0 ~22

(3.53)

]

is included to allow for nonisotropic normal stresses.
still needed and is subject to the contraint

A model for F

is

(3.54)

=3

The following forms are assumed for pT and

T

2

P P,Pt Zfl

T

*

*

(2D'B

2VD

=

X1

m

(3.55)
B

D
'B

(3.56)

"ZB

where km is the momentum mixing length for the continuous liquid.
The mixing length is input by the user.
In rod bundles a value equal to
the hydraulic diameter is recommended.
values for £m and F

can be used.

Either constant or spatially varying

Although these parameters will generally

vary with position in the flow, constant values have given good results in rod
bundles, where the scale of the turbulence is well defined by the rod
geometry.

(The values of xm and F

are specified by user input.)

The formulation of the turbulent heat flux consistent with the above
turbulent stress treatment is

3.32

(3.57)

T Vh

T

where eT is the turbulent thermal diffusivity and is given by

T

. .
2D
h%

2

D

B

(3.58)

'13

In this expression ih is the energy mixing length for the liquid.
The sum of the conduction and turbulent heat flux becomes
P

at+T

2 q+qT

where

= -

, = k /p

pX(

C

C+ET
2

+ c)

(3.59)

Vh X

is the liquid thermal diffusivity.

With the introduction

of the Prandtl number, (Pr = Cpv /k 2 ) and the turbulent Prandtl number
itze
T
T
(pT
T
pX/pt ex the above equation can be written

T
St+T

Vi2

11T2.

Pr

Pr

(3.60)

The turbulent Prandtl number must be specified by user input and is generally
equal to 1.0.

The viscous stresses and turbulence terms for the vapor phase

are treated in the same manner as for the liquid, but these terms are computed
only for the continuous phase.

The continous phase is assumed to be liquid

for u-< 0.6, and vapor for a > 0.8.

A ramp between the two is used for

0.6 < a < 0.8.
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3.7

ENTRAINMENT RATE
Entrainment of liquid drops from the continuous liquid phase can occur
The physical models used to determine the

under a variety of conditions.

average net mass rate of entrainment and the drop formation size will be
different for each condition.

Entrainment mechanisms that may have a

significant influence on reactor thermal hydraulics have been addressed in the
development of entrainment models.

These include entrainment from liquid

films, reflood entrainment, entrainment resulting from vapor bubbling through
liquid pools and entrainment resulting from vapor flow across rod structures
such as the upper plenum internals of a PWR.
The net mass entrainment rate is defined as
S = S"'

(3.61,)

- (Volume of cell)

The net mass entrainment rate, S, has units of mass per unit time and is the
net result of the opposing mechanisms of entrainment, SE, and de-entrainment,
SDE.

Models for entrainment rate, de-entrainment rate and drop formation size

are discussed below.
3.7.1

Entrainment in Film Flow

The entrainment of drops from the liquid film has been studied by
Several different mechanisms for
numerous investigators (Ref. 7,8,19,20,21).
entrainment have been proposed, most of which depend upon the stability of the
liquid film.

As noted by Hewitt and Hall-Taylor (Ref.

19),

the hydrodynamics

of film flow as they relate to entrainment are extremely complex and have not
been completely quantified.

The simplistic approach taken here is an

appropriate first attempt at describing a hydrodynamically complex process.
Random perturbations in the flow cause the development of a wavy
interface on the film.

These waves will grow as a result of the hydrodynamic

and surface tension forces acting on the wave.

Eventually the amplitude of

the wave becomes so large that the pressure differential over the wave exceeds
the restraining force of surface tension, and the wave breaks toward the gas
core.

The resulting drops are then carried along with the vapor.

The shape

and size of the wave depends on whether the film flow is cocurrent or
countercurrent.

Lower-amplitude roll waves with drops being sheared off of

3.34

the wave crest are typical of cocurrent flow (Ref. 21).
amplitude waves are typical of countercurrent flow (Ref.

Abrupt, large7).

This may be

partially attributed to the fact that high vapor velocities are required to
cause vertical cocurrent upflow.

As a result, the film thickness and wave

amplitudes are generally smaller than those found in countercurrent vertical
flow, which occurs at lower vapor velocities.

Also,

in countercurrent flow

the shear forces act in opposition to gravity, causing larger wave amplitudes.
The model used for the countercurrent case is a simple one.

The

entrainment rate (SE) is taken to be the difference between the liquid flow
rate in the film and the critical film flow rate:

(aI

SE

-

crit

pit lu 911A

(3.62)

The critical liquid fraction is defined as

cL

where

(I

av

)

(3.63)

Vcrit is given by Equation 3.6.
It

is assumed that all liquid in excess of that required for a stable

film is removed from the film and enters into the entrained liquid phase,
where it

is treated as drops.

In reality some of this liquid may be in the

form of waves which travel upward while the bulk of the film flows down.

The

gross flow split between the amount of liquid flowing down and that flowing up
in the form of drops and waves is obtained by the above assumption.
sufficient for most applications.

This is

A similar model was used by Lovell (Ref.

7)

to predict the penetration rate of liquid against an upflow of vapor.
Whalley,

Hewitt and Hutchinson (Ref.

for cocurrent film flow with the parameter

3.35

22) have correlated entrainment data

Sk = k(s

(3.64)

3I/

where ks, the equivalent sand roughness,

is used as the length scale for the

containment force due to surface tension, and T, is the interfacial shear
stress.
it

Wurtz (Ref.

23) later modified the above correlation by multiplying

by the dimensionless velocity IU
Uv

data.

IV/ to compare with a larger variety of

This velocity was also used by Paleev and Filippovich (Ref.

correlate air-water entrainment data.

24) to

This resulting correlating parameter

v

Su-= k

(3.65)

was then used to obtain a relationship for the entrainment rate.

This

relationship is

SE = 0.41 Su Pw Ax

(3.66)

where Ax is the vertical dimension of the mesh cell.

This empirical

correlation is used to determine the entrainment rate for cocurrent film
flow.
The equivalent sand roughness is given as

ks= [0.57]6 + [6625.0 ft- 1

62_ [3.56 x 10 6 ft-216 3 + [1.5736 x 109 ft-3164
(3.67)

and

T=

P
'-_

•

(3.68)
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Correlations for the interfacial friction factor, fl, have been given with the
interfacial drag model in Section 3.4.
The size of drops formed by entrainment from films has been characterized
by Tatterson et al. (Ref. 25). His results are used for both cocurrent and
The drop formation radius is given by

countercurrent flow.

= 0.0056

r

(3.69)

H

-Pv lHv I

where fs is defined in Equation 3.34.
3.7.2

De-entrainment in Film Flow

The deposition of drops on the liquid film occurs as a result of random
turbulent motions that impart transverse velocity to the drops, bringing them
into contact with the solid surfaces or liquid films within the flow
channel.
The rate at which this occurs has been correlated by Cousins et al.
(Ref. 26) using a drop concentration gradient diffusion model in which the
concentration at the wall is assumed to be zero. Cousins' model is used to
determine the de-entrainment rate for film flow as

SDE = k AC Pw AX

(3.70)

where AC is the concentration gradient as given by

AC

YePx

(3.71)

and k is the mass transfer coefficient. The mass transfer coefficient has
been found to be a function of surface tension (Ref. 27). This function is
reasonably represented by

3.37

ka = max {3.0491 x 101 2 a5.3054, 12.491 aO.8968

(3.72)

Entrainment During Reflood
Several mechanisms for the formation of droplets during reflood can be
postulated. The droplets may be formed by the breakup of the inverted annular
liquid core because of surface instabilities if the liquid is subcooled.
If
the liquid is saturated, droplets may be formed by bubbles breaking through
the surface of the liquid. During top reflood, droplets are formed at the
sputtering front as the liquid film is disrupted by the large vaporization
3.7.3

rates.
A model similar to one proposed for droplet entrainment by vapor bubbling
through liquid pools (Ref. 28) is used for bottom reflood. The entrainment
rate is given by

(3.73)

SE= (avuv/ucrit)2 mv

where v is the vertical vapor mass flpw rate and Ucrit is the vertical vapor
velocity required to lift a droplet with radius defined by the critical Weber
criterion against gravity. The critical velocity is obtained from a balance
between the drag force and gravity force acting on the drop,

Urt

4 Wedd 1/4

CYI AD-•I/1/4

(3.74)

DPV

A Weber number of 2.7 (typical of reflood in the FLECHT tests) and a drag
coefficient of 0.45 are used. The use of the vapor flow rate, my, in
Equation 3.73 reflects the effect of boiling at the quench front on droplet
formation.

3.38

is assumed that the entrainment rate from a falling film top quench

It

front is equal to the liquid film flow rate, m,, minus the vapor generation
rate at the quench front,

ra',

times the volume of the cell:

q

SE

r"

(volume of cell)

(3.75)

The droplet formation size for both top and bottom reflood is assumed to
be given by a critical Weber number criterion,

Wed 'a
(3.76)

rs= 0.5
-Pv

U!vv)

with a Weber number of 2.7. The maximum droplet size for top reflood is
limited to rs = .003 feet. The low value for the Weber number is a result of
using the superficial Velocity to compute the droplet size.

The vapor

velocity where the drops are formed is much higher than the superficial
velocity as a result of the reduced void fraction near the quench front.
3.7.4

De-Entrainment on Grid Spacers
It

is assumed that any droplets that are in the path of grid spacer

structures impinge on the grid spacer and de-entrain.

SDE

0.15 ae pxlu eIA

(3.77)

Once a liquid film is established on the grid it

is assumed that the same

amount of liquid is re-entrained

SE = SDE

(3.78)
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3.7.5

De-Entrainment on Upper Plenum Structure
Liquid carried over during bottom reflood may be de-entrained in the

upper plenum as it

flows around the upper plenum structures such as support
This liquid may then flow down the structures and

columns and guide tubes.

form a pool above the upper core plate.
The model used in the code is a simple one, employing de-entrainment
fractions obtained in the upper plenum de-entrainment experiments of Dallman
and Kirchner (Ref.

29).

(3.79)

SDE = nNR ae PkIVel (transverse flow area)

The de-entrainment fraction, nNR'

is

input.

Following the recommendations of

Dallman and Kirchner the de-entrainment fraction for an array of tubes is
given by

nNR

-

(1

-R)

N

(3.80)

nR =nI (1 + 4.5 a2)

where nR

the de-entrainment fraction for a single row of tubes

N = the number of rows of tubes
a = the diameter-to-pitch ratio of the array
ni = the de-entrainment fraction for a single tube
(0.19 for cylindrical tubes and 0.27 for square tubes.)
3.7.6

De-Entrainment at Area Changes
Droplets will de-entrain at restrictions in the flow path as a result of

drop impingement on solid surfaces.

This can be expected to occur as droplets

formed during reflood flow through the upper tie plate for example.

Droplets

that strike the solid portions of the tie plate de-entrain and provide the
initial liquid for the top quench front.

This type of de-entrainment is

accounted for using a simple flow area ratio,
3.40

SDE : (1 - A1 /A 2)

(3.81)

ae plu eIA2

where A1 is the flow area in the restriction and A2 is the flow area before
the restriction.
3.7.7

De-Entrainment on Solid Surfaces and Liquid Pools
All entrained droplets flowing toward a horizontal solid surface, such as

the top of the upper plenum, or towards a liquid pool,

are assumed to be de-

entrai ned.
3.8

FLUID THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
Saturated and subcooled liquid viscosity, thermal conductivity,

heat at constant pressure,

specific

Prandtl number and surface tension are obtained as

functions of enthalpy from data tables.

The tables are constructed in

enthalpy increments of 10 Btu/Ibm from results obtained with the WASP
(Ref.

30) computer program.
Saturated and superheated vapor viscosity and thermal conductivity are

computed as functions of enthalpy and density by the equations given in the
1967 ASME Steam Tables (Ref.

31).

The expression for thermal conductivity is

2

5
k = k

+ (103.51 + 0.4198 T - 2.771(10)-5 T2)p + 2.1482(10)14

P

(3.82)

where
k=

17.6 + 5.87(10)-2 T + 1.04(10)-4 T2

The viscosity is given by

3.41

-

4.51(10)-

8

T3

(3.83)

Pi - p(1858 - 5.9T)

,

if T < 340 0C
(3.84)

P, + 353 p + 676.5 p2 + 102.1 p3

,

if T > 365 0C

(3.85)

111 = 0.407T + 80.4

For values of T between 340 0 C and 365 0 C the viscosity is interpolated between
the values given by the two expressions in Equation 3.84.

In Equations 3.82

through 3.85 temperature is in °C, density is in g/cm3 , thermal conductivity
is in mW/m-OK and viscosity is in micropoise.
Saturation enthalpies are computed as functions of pressure from
equations developed by Agee for EPRI (Ref.32).

hf

=

hf =

9
I A1
n=1

Yn-1

0.1 < P < 898.7

9
I A2,n
n=1

yn-1

898.7 < P < 2529.9

zn-1

2529.9 4 P < 3208.

9
hf

n=

hg

5
I

n=l1 3,n

n=1
9
g

n=1

B

1,n

yn-1 +

yn+3

B
n=6

1,n

B2,n yn-1

0.1 < P < 1467.6

1467.6 4 P < 2586.0

7
hg = n 11B3,n Zn-1

2586 4 P < 3208

3.42

(3.86)

(3.87)

where Y = In(P)
Z = (3208.200000001 - p).41
The units of P are psia, and h is in Btu/Ibm.

The coefficients A and B are:

A2 ,n

A3 ,m

n
1

.6970887859(10)2

.8408618802(10)6

.9060030436(10)3

2

.3337529994(10)2

.3637413208(10)6

-. 1426813520(10)2

3
4

.2318240735(10)1

-. 4634506669(10)6

.1522233257(10)1

.1840599513(10)0

.1130306339(10)6

-. 6973992961(10)0

5
6
7
8

-. 5245502294(10)-2
.2878007027( 10)-2

-. 4350217298(10)3

.1743091663(10)0

-. 3898988188(10)4

-. 2319717696(10)-i

.1753652324(10)-2

.6697399434(10)3

.1694019149(10)-2

-. 4334859620(lO)-3

-. 4730726377(10)2

9

.3325699282(lO)-4

.1265125057(10)1

-. 6454771710(lO)-4
.1003003098( lO)-5

Bi,n

B2 ,n

1
2
3
4

.1105836875(10)4

.5918671729(10)6

.9059978254(10)3

.1436943768(10)2

-. 2559433320(10)6

.5561957539(10)1

.8018288621(10)0

.3032474387(10)5

.3434189609(10)1

. 1 6 1 7 2 3 2 9 1 3 ( 1 0 )-l

.4109051958(10)1

-. 6406390628(10)0

5
6
7

-. 1501147505(10)-2

.3475066877(10)0

. 5 9 1 8 5 7 9 4 8 4 ( 1 0 )-i

-. 1237675562(l)O-4

-. 3026047262(10)0

-. 2725378570 (10)-2

.3004773304(10)-5
-. 2062390734( 10) -6

-. 1022018012(10)2

.5006336938(lo)-4

n

8
9

0.0

.1591215116(10)1
-• 6 7 6 8 3 8 3 7 5 9 ( 1 0 )-1

3.43

0.0
0.0

The enthalpy of superheated vapor as a function of temperature and
pressure is computed from equations given in Keenan and Keys tables (Ref.

33)

of 1936:

h = f(P,T)

F1
F0oP +7--

2

F3
+w-

4

F12
+ M

13
+

(3.88)

To define FO, F 1 , F3 and F 1 2 , let

= 1/T

•

B0 = 1.89 - 2641.62
B1

B02 (82.546 T

-

B3 = B04 (0.21828 T3-

1 0 80870,r

2

1.6246(10)553
1.2697(10) 5T 5)

12
B12 = -B0 13 (3.635(10)-4T _ 6.768(10)64T36)

(3.89)

Then the FK are defined by

Fk = 2- (Bk¶)

The function F'

F' =

,

k = 0,1,3,12

(3.90)

is given by

T
f
C dT + 2502.36
273.16 Po

(3.91)

3.44

wi th

(3.92)

Cpo = 1.4720 + 7.5566(10)-4T + 47.8365 T

In Equations 3.88 through 3.92,

T is in OK, P is in: atmospheres and h is in

J/g.
Values for superheated vapor temperature are computed as functions of
pressure and enthalpy using an iterative method described by McClintock and
Silvestri (Ref.

34).

First, estimates for T and Cp are computed from the

expressions
T = A1 + A2 h + A3 h 2 + A4 h 3 + A5 P + A6 P2

+ A7 P3 + P(A8 h + A9 h2 + A1 0 h3 )

3
2
1/Cp = B 1 + B2 h + B3 h + B4 h + B5 In P + B6 (In P)

(3.93)

2

+ B7 (ln P) 3 + (In P) (B8 h + B9h 2 + B1 0 h 3 )

where T is in OF, P is in psia, h is in Btu/Ibm and Cp is

(3.94)

in Btu/Ibm-°F.

P < 1000 psia, or P > 100 psia and h > 1280 Btu/lbm, the constants are
A1 = -1.0659659(10)4
A2 =

2.0110905(10)1

A3 = -1.250954(10)-2
A4 =

2.8274992(10)-6

A5 =

4.9815820

3.45

When

A6 = -7.7618225(1O)-6
A7 =

2.4391612(10O- 1 0

A8 = -9.8147341(1o)-3
A9 =

6.5824890(107-6

AIO = -1.4747938(107-9

B1 = -2.8557816
B2 =

1.3250230(10)-2
5

B3 = -1.0521514(10)B4 =

2.5007955(10)-9

B5 = -3.4620214

B6 = -3.6261637(10)-2
B7 =

7.3529479(10)-4

B8 =

5.7703098(10)-3

B9 = -2.9972073(10)-6
B1 0 =

5.2037300(10)- 1 0

Where P > 1000 psia and h < 1280 Btu/lbm, the constants are given by
A1 = -4.5298646(10)3
A2 =

1.5358850(10)1

A3 = -1.5655537(10)-2
A4 =

5.2687849(10)-6

A5 =

4.4185386(10)-I

A6 = -9.1654905(10)-6
A7 =

2.7549766(107- 1 0

A8 = -1.1541553(10)-3
A9 = 1.2384560(107-6
AIO = -4.1724604(10)-10
B1 = 1.2659960(10)2
B2 = -2.5611614(10)B3 =

1

2.2270593(10O-4

B4 = -5.9928922(10-8
B5 = -2.1818030(10)1
B6 =

1.3424036

3.46

B7 = -4.9110372(10)-2
B8 =

2.7966370(10)-2

B9 = -2.4665012(10)-5

B10

=

6.7723080(10)-9

The estimated temperature is then used to compute an approximate enthalpy from

(3.95)

h'= f(P,T)

where the function f(P,T) has been described by Equations 3.88 through 3.92.
Next, a temperature correction,

AT, is computed from

AT = (1/C p) (h - h')

(3.96)

and the new estimated temperature becomes
T'

=T+

(3.97)

AT

A new approximate enthalpy,

h",

is computed using this temperature in

Equation 3.95, and the iteration is continued until

(T

Iteration is not used in the specific heat calculation.

-

T') < 1.0 0 F.
The Cp value given by

Equation 3.94 is taken as the final value.
Liquid and vapor specific volumes as functions of pressure and enthalpy
are computed using equations from Reference 33.

v = EI + E2 P + E3 /P + E4 h + E5 Ph + E6 h/P

3.47

For the vapor,

(3.98)

and for the liquid

V=exp

I

k=O

where P is in psia,

I
n=OI

C

n
lh}k

(3.99)

k,nnh

h is in Btu/lbm and v is in ft

3 /lbm.

The constants for

these equations are

= -0.81735849(10)-3
= 0.12378514(10)-4
=.-0.10339904(10)4
= -0.62941689(10)-5
= -0.87292160(10)-8
= 0.12460225(10)1

C0 ,0 = -0.41345(10)1
C1,0 =

0.13252(10.)-4
C2,0 = 0.15812(10)-5
8
C 3 , 0 = -0.21959 (10)C4 , 0 =

0.21683(10)- 1 1

C01 = -0.59428(10)-5
C1,1
0.63377(10)-7
=

C0,2

= 0.15681.(10)-8

C1,2

=-0.40711(10)-10

C2 , 1 = -0.39974(10)0

C2,2

= 0.25401(1O)-12

C3,2

-- 0.52372(10)-

15

C4,2

= 0.32503(10)-

18

C3,1

=

0.69391(10)-

C4 , 1

=

-0.36159(10)-

3.48
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4.0

HEAT TRANSFER MODELS

The heat transfer models in the vessel module of COBRA/TRAC determine the
material heat release rates and temperature response of the fuel rods and
structural components of a light water reactor during operating and transient
conditions.

All of the heat transfer calculations are performed at the,

beginning of each time step before the hydrodynamic solution.

Heat transfer

coefficients based on old time fluid conditions are used to advance the
material conduction solution.

The resultant heat release rates are explicitly

coupled to the hydrodynamic solution as source terms in the fluid energy
equations.
To effectively perform these tasks, a consistent set of heat transfer
models was developed.
*

It consists of four components:

CONDUCTION MODEL

specifies the conductor geometry and material
properties, and solves the conduction equation

*

HEAT TRANSFER PACKAGE

selects and evaluates the appropriate heat
transfer correlations

*

QUENCH FRONT MODEL

a "fine mesh-rezoning" method that calculateg
quench front propagation due to axial conduction
and radial heat transfer

*

GAP CONDUCTANCE MODEL

a dynamic gap conductance model(a) that
evaluates fuel pellet-clad conductance for a
nuclear fuel rod.

(a) Developed tor the VIPRE code (Ref. 35) under EPRI Contract 2311203885
based on models in the FRAP (Ref. 36) and GAPCON (Ref. 37) codes.

4.1

4.1

CONDUCTION MODELS
The rod model is designed for nuclear fuel rods, heater rods, tubes and

walls.

These options allow the user to simulate most of the conductor

geometries found in reactor vessels and heat transfer experiments.

In

addition, an unheated conductor model is provided for structural heat transfer
surfaces.
4.1.1

Conductor Geometry
A nuclear fuel rod model requiring minimal user input is built into the

code.

Material properties can be specified by input or defaulted to uranium-

dioxide and zircaloy.

These properties are calculated using correlations from

MATPRO-11 (Revision 1) (Ref.

38).

rod is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

The conductor geometry for a nuclear fuel
Only cylindrical

fuel rods with fluid

thermal connections on the rod exterior are considered by this model.
A dynamic gap conductance model based on the GAPCON (Ref.
(Ref.
model.

37,39) and FRAP

36,40,41) computer codes is available for use with the nuclear fuel rod
This is discussed in Section 4.4.

Alternatively,

the user may specify

gap conductance by input, either as a constant or with axial and temporal
variations using input forcing functions.

(The gap conductance options are

available only with the nuclear fuel rod model.)
Electric heater rods used as fuel pin simulators and other solid
cylinders can be modeled with the heater rod option.
concentric rings of different material regions,

These rods consist of

as shown in Figure 4.2.

In

each region the material type, number of radial nodes, width and power factor
are specified by input.

Contact resistances are not calculated between

material regions but can be modeled by including a region one node wide with
material properties that give it

the appropriate thermal resistance.

Conductors, either tube or plate, with thermal connections to channels on
either the inner or the outer surface are modeled by the tube and wall models.
These geometries,

shown in Figure 4.3, are similar to the heater rod model

except for the interior coolant connections.

Concentric and flat plate fuel

elements, thermal walls and simple tubes can be modeled with these options.
Each rod may extend through any number of channel-splitting sections, but each

4.2

tCLAD

FIGURE 4.1.

FIGURE 4.2.

Nuclear Fuel Rod Geometry

Heater Rod Geometry

(Example of a Fuel Pin Simulator)

4.3
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FIGURE 4.3.

Tube and Wall Conductor Geometries

heat transfer surface may only be connected to one channel in each section.
Detailed discussion of how to use these models for specific problems and the
definition of a section are included in the User's Manual,
4.1.2

Volume 3.

Unheated Conductor Model
Structural heat transfer surfaces can be more efficiently modeled with

the unheated conductor model.

This option accesses the same conductor

geometries (except for the nuclear fuel rod geometry) as the rod model,
uses the same heat transfer package.
storage,

However,

and

to economize computer time and

the unheated conductor model is limited in the following ways:

*

No internal heat generation is included.

*

Radial conduction only is used.

*

No fine mesh-rezoning quench front model is included.

*

Unheated conductors do not extend across section boundaries.

*

The fluid solution cannot be forced into the "hot wall" flow regime.

4.4

*

Vapor properties in the convective heat transfer correlations are
evaluated at the bulk vapor temperature rather than the film temperature.

*

The minimum film boiling temperature is set to a constant 900 0 F.
These limitations only apply to the unheated conductor model and not to

the rod model in general.

Unheated conductors should be used to model

structural elements for which expected peak temperatures are well below the
minimum film boiling point.
4.1.3

Conduction Equation
The modeling requirements of the vessel module include the ability to

simulate generalized conductor geometries (fuel rods, electric heater rods,
tubes, and walls) and temperature-dependent material properties.

To

accomplish this, a finite-difference form of the conduction equation has been
employed (replacing the orthogonal collocation method of COBRA-IV-I,
(Ref.

42).
The difference equations are formulated using the "heat balance" approach

(Ref.

43) which easily accommodates the following features:

"

unequal mesh spacing

"

temperature-dependent material properties

*

space-dependent material properties

"

internal resistances (such as those due to gaps)

*

radial heat generation profiles.
The finite-difference nodes of the conduction equation are modeled as

control

volumes connected by thermal resistances.

They form a set of

linearized equations solved by Gaussian elimination and back-substitution.
The radial conduction equation for a control volume can be derived
from a simple heat balance.

For node i of Figure 4.4 this is

(T.

(PC pV).

wi F

Qi-

iij+-

+

4.5

Q6!'1

i

(4.1)

FIGURE 4.4.

where

P -=

Cp

Heat Balance Control Volume

3
density (lbm/ft )

specific heat (Btu/lbm-°F)

V = node volume (ft

3)

T = node temperature (OF)

Qi ,i-1
Qi ,i+i

radial heat flow from node (i) to (i-1)
= radial heat flow from node (i) to (i+1)
=

=
Q!'
I1

(Btu/sec)

(Btu/sec)

volumetric heat generation rate (Btu/sec-ft

3

)

The locations of radial conduction nodes are automatically calculated for
a conductor geometry type. Each material region is divided into a specified
number of subregions of equal radial thickness, and a conduction node is
located at the center of mass of each subregion.
This rule is followed for
all nodes except the following:

4.6

*

the node at the inside and outside surface of a "TUBE"

*

outside surface of a heater rod

e

fuel pellet exterior, cladding interior and cladding exterior surface for

or "WALL"

a nucle'ar fuel rod.
For these surfaces, a subregion half as wide as the other subregions is
defined, and the node is located on the surface.
fuel rod is illustrated in Figure 4.5.

The noding within a nuclear

(The fuel centerline temperature is

calculated by Hermite interpolation.)
The radial positions of the conduction nodes are fixed; relocation due to
thermal expansion is not calculated.

To prevent an apparent loss of mass from

the conductor because of density change with temperature,
evaluated at the cold state density and dimensions,
associated with node i.

i lt =
(MC p)i at -I

the term (pV)

is

and defines the mass Mi

So Equation 4.1 becomes

_

Qij-1 -i,i+1

FIGURE 4.5.

+ Q

Conduction Node Positioning

4.7

(4.2)

Heat transfer through a node is computed from the conductance,

K, of the

material and the temperature gradient across the node as

(4.3)

Qi,j =-Ki'j (Tj-Ti)

and

Ki 'j

KKj 'i

for j

=

i-i
{i+l

The conductance is simply the inverse of the thermal resistance,

R, between

nodes and is computed as

K '-

1/(Rij.

1 +

(4.4)

Ri-')

Thermal resistances are calculated for each node as a function of geometry and
thermal conductivity.

(See Appendix C for a complete explanation of this

procedure.)
Substituting Equation 4.3 into 4.2 gives

(MCp )

' = Ki i-I (Ti-l-T ) + K..

(T

-Ti)

+ Q-'Vi

(4.5)

Forward differencing the temporal derivative in Equation 4.5 yields

(MCp)i
),
t-

(T.-T.n)

=

K.

(Ti-Ti) + K

4.8

(Ti-Ti) + Qi'Vi

(4.6)

where; At = time increment
n = old time level (all other temperatures are at the new time
level)
To solve this equation,

an implicit formulation is applied in the radial

direction and the equation solved by Gaussian elimination for all nodes at
that axial level.
term.

Axial conduction,

if

used, is

treated as an explicit source

The finite-difference equation for node (i)

(MC p)i
At

n
Ti

i

is then:

*(Ti) +K .KTiT.
,i-1
i-1-i
,i+1 i+l Ti

(T
(T nT n) + K
* K
i,j+1
j+I-i
i.,j-1
j-1i

* Q' V.

(4.7)

where the subscripts (j+l) and (j-1) represent the nodes at the same radial
location and immediately above and below node i.
If the stability criterion
for the explicit axial conduction is exceeded, the time step used in the
conduction equation is divided into two or more smaller time steps and the
conduction equation is solved for each of these.
Variations of Equation 4.7 are defined for the boundary nodes.

The

boundary condition applied to the conduction equation can be adiabatic or a
surface heat transfer coefficient.

Adiabatic boundary conditions are assigned

to the center nodes of solid cylindrical rods (nuclear and heater rods) and at
any surface node not connected to the fluid.

Heat transfer coefficient

boundary conditions are applied at surfaces connected to the fluid.
The heat transfer surface is coupled to the fluid channel through the
heat transfer coefficient boundary condition.

For each surface heat transfer

node, both a heat transfer coefficient and a fluid sink temperature are
specified for each phase of the fluid.

Thus, the rod heat flux is given by:

4.9

q" = H, (T

(4.8)

- Tn) + Hv (T - Tn)
v

s
S

I s

The fraction of the rod surface area in contact with a given phase is
accounted for in the heat transfer coefficient (e.g., Hv = 0 for annular
flow).
The nucleate boiling heat flux depends very strongly on the wall surface
temperature.

Since the wall temperature is in turn affected strongly by the

heat flux, the surface temperature solution may oscillate in nucleate boiling
unless the heat transfer and wall temperature solution are coupled
implicitly.

This is done non-iteratively by including the "linearized"

derivative of the heat transfer coefficient with respect to temperature in the
surface boundary condition.

Therefore,

the heat flux from the surface to

phase (W) is given by:

H (T

-

I X s

n +=
TX)a+

(T5 -

(Tn

-

(4.9)

Tn)

Rewriting Equation (4.7) for a surface node (s):

(MC p)sn
__NU_

sn

(T
(TsI-Ts) + K
Ks's.1
K,- 1
5,5-1
51 T5

+

sK

s~j+1

n -T n
-1

n

(TnI_ Tsn)

S

j+1

- As [H k(T s-Tn )

+a s

(TTHT
s-T sn)(_T sn -T kn)

- As Hv (T -T n) + Q1I V
sv s v
s
s
4.10

(4.10)

where As is the heated surface area.

Equation 4.10 is solved simultaneously with a set of equations for the
interior nodes to determine the new time temperatures.

The amount of heat

transferred to each phase of the fluid during the time step is back calculated
after the conduction equation is solved, as follows:

Q• =3[H

Qv

4.2

=

T

n+ n

(4.11)

As

Hv (Ts -Tvn)

HEAT TRANSFER PACKAGE
The heat transfer package consists of a library of heat transfer

correlations and a selection logic algorithm.

Together these produce a

continuous boiling curve that is used to determine the phasic heat fluxes.

A

schematic of the boiling curve shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 illustrates
the heat transfer regime selection logic.

The correlations used in each

regime are detailed below.
4.2.1

Single-Phase Vapor
The maximum of the Dittus-Boelter (Ref.

correlation and the McAdams (Ref.
used.

15) turbulent convection

44) steam natural convection equation is

For single-phase convection to vapor, all vapor properties except ý are

evaluated at the film temperature.
*

Dittus-Boelter (steam)

kv
HTC = 0.023

-j-

DH

GvD

-H)
D

liv

0.8

)0.4
(Pr )

v

4.11

(4.12)

*

McAdams Natural Convection

k
HTC = 0.13

pv2 g

(4.13)
Pv

4.2.2

Single-Phase Liquid

Convection to single-phase liquid is computed as the larger of either the
Dittus-Boelter turbulent convection correlation or the laminar flow with a
limit Nusselt number equal to 7.86 (Ref. 45).
e

Dittus-Boelter (liquid)

HTC = 0.23 kH (

DH

G D -)0.8
---

(Pr )0.4

(4.14)

* Laminar
kg

HTC

=

7.86 T_.

(4.15)

H
CHF

,TRANSITION BOILING

NUCLEATE BOILING

/

TONB

I
CHIF

T

T

TM
*rMIN

LOG WALL SUPER HEAT ITW - TSAT)

FIGURE 4.6.

Schematic Representation of the Boiling Curve
4.12

IN
SINGLE PHASE LIQUID

FIGURE 4.7.

4.2.3

Heat Transfer Regime Selection Logic

Nucleate Boiling

When the wall temperature is greater than saturation but less than the
critical heat flux temperature and liquid is present, the Chen (Ref. 46)
nucleate boiling correlation is used. The Chen correlation applies to both
the saturated nucleate boiling region and the two-phase forced convection
region.

It automatically makes the transition to single-phase convection at
low wall superheat and pool boiling at low flow rate.
Chen assumes a
superposition of a forced-convection correlation (Dittus-Boelter type) and a
pool boiling equation (Forster-Zuber).
Thus

HCHEN

HSPL + HNB

4.13

where HSPL = 0.023 F ()kf

Pr

4

(4.16)

UH
F = Reynolds number factor (Figure 4.8)
(1-x) G DH
Re = Reynolds number =H
Pr = Prandtl number
and
kf0.79 Cpf0.45

0.49 gc.25

0.24 0.24
0.29
f 29f
hfg
Pg

HNB = 0.00122 S [ 0.5

(Tw

Tf

(Pw

P)
(4.17)

where

S = suppression factor (Figure 4.9)
Tw = wall surface temperature
Pw = saturation pressure corresponding to Tw (lbf/ft 3 )

All fluid properties are evaluated at saturation conditions. Butterworth
developed curve fits for both the Reynolds number factor (F) and the
suppression factora (S) as follows (Ref. 47):
-1

'10
F = 10

t 1401(4.18)
> 0.1
2.34 (xtt-1 + 0.213)0.736 ; Xtt-1

-1

where xtt

=

inverse Martinelli factor

,t -) t )0.9
T
(f)05

[1 + 0.12(ReTp)l'

S=[1 + O.
10.1

Pf)
(-a)0.1
4 ]-

0.78
42 (ReTp)O8

-1

(4.19)
;

ReTP < 32.5

;

32.5 4 ReTP < 50.9

;

ReTP > 50.9

(a) Reynolds number limit modified from original 70 to be continuous
4.14

(4.20)
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FIGURE 4.8.

Reynolds Number Factor, F, for Chen Correlation
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Suppression Factor, S, for Chen Correlation

4.15

(4.21)

where ReTp = (1 x 10- ) Re F
These factors are illustrated graphically in Figures 4.8 and 4.9.
4.2.4

Subcooled Nucleate Boiling
The Chen correlation, though developed for saturated boiling, may be

extended into the subcooled region. As discussed in the saturated boiling
section, the Chen correlation superimposes a forced convective and nucleate
boiling component. For subcooled boiling
,,& +

q*,
=

"1
NB

The nucleate boiling heat flux is evaluated as

qNB

(4.22)

HNB(Tw-Tf)

where HNB is defined by Equation 4.17 above, and the suppression factor, S, is
computed from Equation 4.20 using the single-phase Reynolds number
Re = GXDH/PX . The forced convection heat flux is computed from Equation 4.16
using subcooled liquid properties and setting the flow factor, F, to unity, so

0.023 (DH) Re0" 8 Pr 0 "4 (Tw - T )

qFc

(4.23)

G•D
where Re

-

-

T = local bulk fluid temperature
48) compared the Chen correlation to subcooled
boiling data for several fluids and reported satisfactory agreement for water
Moles and Shaw (Ref.

at low to moderate subcoolings.
4.16

During subcooled boiling, vapor generation occurs and a significant void
fraction (a-0.6) may exist despite the presence of subcooled water.
regime,

In this

four processes are of interest:
i)

forced convection to liquid

ii)

vapor generation at the wall

iii)
iv)

condensation near the wall
bulk condensation (subcooled liquid core).

Condensation occurring because of the presence of vapor in the subcooled
liquid core is calculated implicitly during the solution of the energy
equations and does not affect the determination of phasic heat inputs.

Forced

convection to liquid is treated using Equation 4.23 and the heat input to the
liquid energy equation.

The nucleate boiling component of the Chen

correlation (Equation 4.22) defines the amount of heat available to cause
vapor generation at the wall.
The near-wall condensation is estimated using the Hancox-Nicoll

(Ref.

49)

correlation for heat flux at the point where all the bubbles generated
collapse in the near-wall region:
Cpf i•f

qHN =0.4 [

DH ]

G DH 0.662

_•

(Tf- T,)

(4.24)
(.4

P

H

where Tf = saturation temperature
T9 = subcooled liquid temperature
The heat flux dissipated in near-wall condensation is calculated as

q=

MAXIMUM (0.0,

q11

- qS8

Subtracting the near wall condensation from the amount available for vapor
generation yields:

4.17

Q= (q

(4.25)

- q") AH

However, a fraction of Qr is expended to heat up the subcooled liquid "pumped"
into the saturated thermal boundary layer. This fraction is given by the
Rouhani (Ref. 50) model:

(Pf/Pg) (hf- hL)
hfg +'tpf/pg9) Off

Cp

11.}

(4.26)

and;
hfg
r = (1 - E-)

r

-

p

=

hfg + (Pf/Pg)h f - h.)

(4.27)

where eP = fraction of heat to boundary layer
€r = fraction of heat causing vapor generation

Finally, the amount of vapor generation is:

Q

r=

and,

qII

-

-

ll)

qB

(4.28)

r AH

adding all the heat inputs to the liquid:

Q= 1q

+ (1F

)

B + er q;;I AH

(4.29)

The heat source term for vapor generation, Qr' enters the liquid energy
equation as an explicit vapor generation rate Er = Qri(hg - hf)] and will

4.18

partially condense because of the implicit bulk condensation.

This model was

developed for the two-fluid steam generator code, COBRA-TF/EPRI,

(Ref.

51) and

has been quite successful in predicting subcooled void distributions
(Ref.

52).
Critical Heat Flux and Transition Boiling Regime

4.2.5

The intersection of the nucleate boiling and transition boiling heat
transfer regimes occurs at the CHF point.
transition between regimes,

To provide for a continuous

the CHF point (q"CHF,

TCHF) must be specified.

Three CHF regimes are considered (see Figure 4.10); pool boiling, forcedconvection departure from nucleate boiling (DNB)

and annular film dryout.

Pool Boiling DNB
Pool boiling DNB is selected when the mass flux is low (G < 30 g/cm2 sec)
and the flow regime is not annular film flow.
flux is given by Griffith's (Ref.

The pool boiling critical heat

74) modification of the Zuber (Ref.

53)

equation:

q

= 0.9 (1-a) '

hfg

0.5

Pg9

(4.30)

0g
ga(pfpg0.25

[TT a(

g)9

The critical heat flux in this region is chosen as the larger of Equation 4.30
and the forced convection DNB heat flux evaluated at a mass flux of
30 g/cm2 -sec.
Forced-Convection DNB
Forced-convection DNB is considered when the mass flux is greater than
30 g/cm2 sec and the flow regime is

not annular film flow.

flux is given by the Biasi correlation (Ref.
equations,

The critical heat

54) which consists of two

one for low-quality CHF and one for high-quality CHF,

below:

4.19

and is given

ANNULAR FILM DRYOUT
TRANS ITI ON

VOID
FRACTION

POOL BOILING TRANS ITION
DNB

FORCED CONVECTION
DNB

MASS FLUX

FIGURE 4.10.

q11

q62

Schematic of CHF Regime Selection Logic

=(5.9695 x 106) G-1/

6

(F(P)G-1/

(11.98 x 106) H(P) (1-X)

6

X) DHn

-

D-n G"0 . 6

where q" = critical heat flux (Btu/hr-ft 2 )
G = mass flux (g/cm2 -sec)
P = pressure (bars)
DH = hydraulic diameter (cm)
X = quality
n = 0.6, if DH < 1.0 cm:

n = 0.4, if

4.20

DH > 1.0cm

(4.31)

(4.32)

and
(4.33)

F(P) = 0.7249 + 0.099 P exp (-0.032 P)
H(P) = -1.159 + 0.149 P exp (-0.019 P) + 8.99 P (1O+p

2

(4.34)

)-I

The critical heat flux is defined as the maximum of the two equations.

(4.35)

1
"
= Maximum (q",, q"
B2
CHF =B

Annular Film Dryout
If annular flow exists, the departure from nucleate boiling is caused by
annular film dryout.

In this regime,

the heat flux is not limited by a

correlation, but rather forced convection vaporization exists until the film
dries out.

Film dryout is a complex function of the film flow rate, the

applied heat flux, and the entrainment/de-entrainment rate, and is determined
by the solution of the hydrodynamic equations.
Whalley et al.

(Ref.

This approach was pioneered by

55,56) and has been applied successfully to the analysis

of the Bennett tube tests (Ref.

57)

(see Volume 4, Developmental Assessment

and Applications).
To be consistent with the remainder of the heat transfer package,
critical heat flux point for annular film dryout must be defined.

the

A value of

75 °F wall superheat has been selected and the critical heat flux is set to
that given by the Zuber equation.

The onset of film boiling is not affected

by this definition since film boiling is controlled by film dryout (see
Figure 4.7).

As before, the critical heat flux is ramped between the annular

film dryout regime and the pool boiling and forced-convection DNB regimes.
Critical Heat Flux Temperature
To define the boiling curve,
temperature at which CHF occurs.

it. is necessary to know the surface
An iterative procedure is used to find the

wall temperature at which the heat flux from the Chen nucleate boiling
correlation is equal to the critical heat flux.

4.21

Thus,

q1

(TCH)

=

q"H

Minimum Stable Film Boiling Point
The transition boiling regime is bounded by the CHF point (below which
the wall is continuously wetted and nucleate boiling exists) and the minimum
stable film boiling point (above which the liquid cannot wet the wall and film
boiling exists).

It is assumed that the minimum film boiling temperature is

the wall temperature that results in an instantaneous contact temperature
equal to the homogeneous nucleation temperature,

THN.

Using a contact

temperature correction to include the effects of surface thermal properties,
the minimum film boiling temperature is

TMIN = THN + (THN

-

T(4.3

6)

where the homogeneous nucleation temperature is given as a function of
pressure by a simple curve fit:

THN = 705.44-

(4.722E-2)

DP + (2.3907E-5) DP2

-

(5.8193E-9)

DP3
(4.37)

where

DP = 3203.6 - P
The minimum film boiling temperature is specified as the larger of either

Equation 4.36 or that given by Henry's (Ref.
correlation:

4.22

58) modification of the Berenson

1Cp
w

1
TMIN = TB + 0.42 (TB-T )L

T[)

}

where

f 0.1
TBB=Tf+

In addition,

27

PvV hfg

1/2

) 2/3

[-g(pf-p)f
(
•P_+P)]

Lg(Pf

-P9

g(PfPV- Pg)]

1/3

the minimun film boiling temperature is restricted to:

800°F < TMIN < 1200°F

Transition Boiling
At present, there is no consensus on a correlation to use for the
transition boiling region. The vessel module in COBRA/TRAC uses a simple
interpolation scheme (Ref. 74) between the critical heat flux (TCHF, q"CHF)
and minimum film boiling (TMIN, q"MIN) point to compute the fraction of the
wall that is wettable. This method is simple and physically based, and
results in a continuous boiling curve.
It

is assumed that the transition boiling heat transfer is composed of

both nucleate boiling (wet wall)

and film boiling (dry wall)

heat transfer, as

follows:

It
qTB =of Maximum (0.2, 1-a) 6 qCHF+qFB

where

T
w - - T MIN )
TwCH

(4.38)

(4.39)

2MIN_
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For top quenching,

the void fraction can be very large (.95-.99)

produce significant quench rates.

and yet still

Since the void fraction remains near unity,

the (1-a) modifier in Equation 4.38 applies too restrictive a constraint upon
the transition boiling heat flux.

This is overcome by removing the

(1-a) from the calculation for a region near the top quench front (the socalled "sputtering" region).

An exponential decay as a function of distance

is employed;

=EXP

[-0.299(AZ-1.2)]

minimum (1.0, maximum (C, 1-a))

=

where;
exponential modifier

=

AZ

distance below a top quench front (inches)

and,
,,

qTB

=

i

+"I

Sq
qCHF +q FB

The transition boiling heat flux at a top quench front is not enhanced above
the reasonable value of (a q"CHO

rather the amount by which it

as a function of void fraction is reduced.

is decreased

The film boiling heat flux is the

value obtained by evaluating the appropriate film boiling correlation (see
below).
4.2.6

Dispersed Flow and Inverted Annular Film Boiling
Heat transfer in the film boiling region is assumed to result from one of

two mechanisms:

dispersed flow film boiling (DFFB)

or inverted annular film

boiling (TAFB).
Nispersed flow film boiling is selected if the void fraction is greater
than 0.8.

It is treated by a "two-step" method where the dominant heat

transfer mode is forced convection to superheated steam.

4.24

The steam superheat

is then determined by the interfacial heat transfer rate to the entrained
droplets as part of the hydrodynamic solution.

Heat fluxes due to wall-

droplet radiation and droplet impingement are superimposed upon the vapor
convective heat flux.

qDFFB

#OI +
qFC

where qc= H=

The total heat flux is:

(.0
(4.40)

R +W-D

(Tw

Tv)

-

HSpv = the Dittus-Boelter correlation
TV = superheated vapor temperature
q

= wall-drop radiation heat flux

qW-D = drop impingement heat flux
Heat transfer due to droplets striking the wall is evaluated using the
Forslund-Rohsenow (Ref.

"

qD= 0.2 T

59) equation:

0 .22/3

)3

(,-)2
-.

/3

t.-

gPf Pv hfg kv

(-Tf)

V1/3-

"v()

(4.41)

D

where DD = drop diameter, calculated using the entrained void fraction and the
droplet number density
The radiative heat transfer, q", is calculated using the model of Sun et al.
(Ref.

60) and is discussed later under radiation heat transfer.
When the void fraction is less than 0.6, inverted annular film boiling is

assumed to occur.

The heat flux for this regime is computed from the larger

of either the value calculated in Equation 4.40 for dispersed flow film
boiling, or the value from the modified Bromley correlation (Ref.

0.6
q=D

0.172 '

D062kg
((TwTf)

gk'

"1/4(
)
Tf 13q(

4.25

. [

(TwTf

61);

(4.42)

where

h'g = hfg [1.0 + 0.4Cpv (Tw - Tf)/hfg]

c =2• Lg (Pf_
g2[ Pg)

11/2

The radiation heat flux term q" is defined
RI

(T 4 - T 4)

aSB

-

1

w

f

where aSB = Boltzman constant
C

=

emissivity of heat rods (-0.7)

a = absorptivity of liquid (41.0)
So, for inverted annular film boiling, the heat flux is

q

=I

q BR

+ q''

(4.43)

At intermediate void fractions (0.8 > a >0.6), the heat flux is interpolated
between the values for inverted annular and dispersed flow film boiling.
Radiation Heat Transfer in Dispersed Flow Film Boiling Regime
The radiation heat transfer model used in the dispersed flow regime was
developed by Sun, Gonzalez and Tien (Ref. 60). They demonstrated that if the
dispersed flow regime is "optically thin", then the wall, vapor and liquid
droplets can be treated as single nodes in a conventional network analysis of
radiation heat transfer. Using this assumption, the gray body factors are

4.26

FWD

1/[R 2 (1 + R1 + R3
-1
"2

=

(4.44)
~R
Fwv=
Wv

+R 3

I

=I/[R

R3

1 + 2)]

where
1-

v vf
1- •f

(4.45)

R2 = Ef~ f
(1ev f)

+

R

w

vf

and
=

1 - exp(- a

=

1 - exp(- a f L)

L)
(4.46)

The parameter L is the mean beam length and is assumed equal to the hydraulic
The vapor emissivity (av) is assumed equal to 0.02, and
diameter of the cell.
the liquid emissivity is

af = 0.74

4.47)

D ND

where ND is the drop number density.
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The radiative heat fluxes are given by

qW-

= F-D aSB (Tw4

-

Tf 4 )

qW-

= FW-V aSB (Tw4

-

Tv 4 )

(4.48)

where aSB is the Boltzman constant.
4.3

QUENCH FRONT MODEL
Coupled thermal-hydraulic numerical simulations of rewetting encounter

difficulties with large axial computational mesh spacing (typically, 2 feet
for a full vessel) which cannot adequately resolve the axial profile of
temperature and surface heat flux across the quench front. During quenching,
the entire boiling curve--from film boiling through transition boiling and
critical heat flux to nucleate boiling--can be encompassed by one hydrodynamic
mesh cell.
Constraining the entire cell to be in one boiling regime is
nonphysical and results in stepwise cell-by-cell quenching, producing flow
oscillations that can obscure the correct hydrodynamic solution.
Consequently, an integration of the boiling curve shape through the
hydrodynamic computational cell must be performed to determine the fluid heat
input.
A fine mesh-rezoning technique (Ref. 62) is employed in the vessel module
of COBRA/TRAC to surmount these difficulties. Fine mesh heat transfer cells
with axial and radial conduction are superimposed upon the coarse hydrodynamic
mesh spacing, and a boiling heat transfer package is applied to each node.
By solving the two-dimensional conduction equation for a variable fine
mesh at the quench front, propagation due either to quenching or dryout can be
resolved and Lhe surface heat flux integrated to provide the cell-averaged
phasic heat inputs for the fluid energy equation. The resulting quench front
velocity will be a function of:

4.28

"

axial conduction

"

boiling curve shape

"

prequench heat transfer

"

internal heat transfer within the rod.
Resolution of axial temperature and surface heat flux excursions is

achieved by rezoning the heat conductor mesh in their vicinity.
illustrates the normal axial noding scheme.

Figure 4.11

Both fluid and rod temperatures

are calculated at the centers of the fluid continuity cells.
nodes are included at the top and bottom of the rod.

Two extra rod

When axial temperature

differences between adjacent axial nodes exceed splitting criteria (userspecified maximum surface temperature differences) an additional
is

inserted halfway between the two original nodes.

Figure 4.12.)

(This is

row of nodes

illustrated in

The temperatures assigned to these nodes are computed so that

energy is conserved.

This splitting process continues (over a succession of

time steps) until the mesh is fine enough to resolve the surface temperature
curve to the desired level of detail.
The correct temperature differences to be used as splitting criteria
depend on the heat transfer regime.

They are further modified by functions of

the wall temperature (when the wall temperature is near the critical heat flux
temperature) to ensure resolution of the surface heat flux profile in the
vicinity of the quench front.

The temperatures assigned to the inserted nodes

are calculated from an energy balance:

Cp, (TI

-

(CpT)
TI= -CPl

T1)

1

.

+

+ (CpT)
+ CP2)

where the subscripts I,

Cp2 (T2 - T )

2

= 0

(.9

1 and 2 represent the inserted and two original nodes,

respectively.
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Conversely, when a fine mesh has been established, but the disturbance
has propagated downstream and the fine mesh is no longer necessary, adjacent
nodes can be coalesced back down to one node.

The decision to merge cells is

based on minimum temperature differences between adjacent nodes.

Eventually,

all the fine mesh nodes in a region will coalesce, and only the original nodes
(those, coincident with hydrodynamic scalar mesh cell boundaries) will remain.
The fine mesh-rezoning model differs from other reflood models (such as
the one employed in RELAP4/MOD6 (Ref.

63) in that the fine mesh nodes are

stationary and do not have a fixed mesh spacing.

The fine mesh nodes are

split to create a graduated mesh spacing that readjusts itself consonantly to
the changing axial temperature gradient.

This approach permits node sizes

small enough (e.g., 0.05 inches) to resolve axial conduction and the boiling
curve shape at the quench front, and yet minimizes the number of nodes
required.

It ensures conservation of stored energy when cells are added, and

simplifies coupling with the hydrodynamic solution.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14

(taken from a simulation of a FLECHT low flooding rate test) illustrate the
resolution of the cladding temperature profile and the surface heat flux in
the vicinity of the quench front.
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Surface Heat Flux

4.4

GAP CONDUCTANCE MODEL
The dynamic gap conductance model,

(Ref.

originally developed for the VIPRE

35) code, computes changes in the fuel rod structure and fill gas

pressure that affect the gap conductance and fuel temperature during a
transient.
(Ref.

The method is based primarily on previous work in the GAPCON

37,39) and FRAP (Ref.

36,40,41) series of fuel performance codes but

with the mechanics and fill gas pressure models greatly simplified.

The

material property correlations are taken exclusively from MATPRO-11
(Revision 1) (Ref.

38); refer to Appendix B.

The gap conductance between the fuel outside surface and cladding inside
surface has three components:

Hgap =H rad + Hgas +H
+ solid

where

(4.50)

Hrad = heat transfer due to thermal radiation
Hgas = heat transfer due to conduction in the fill gas
Hsolid = heat transfer due to physical contact between the fuel pellet
and the clad

Each of these terms has associated with it certain models and assumptions.
These are discussed in detail below.

In all models, the gap is assumed

axisymmetric.
4.4.1

Radiant Heat Transfer

The gap conductance due to radiant heat transfer is the ratio of the gap
radiant heat flux, q", to the temperature rise across the fuel/cladding gap

r
rII

Hrad =

1

(4.51)

Tj-T2
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The radiant heat flux leaving the-fuel surface, q', is determined from the
Stefan-Boltzmann equation using appropriate fuel cladding geometry factors, so
that
qr

[LSB+1
1

where

1)]1 [T

-

T24

(4.52)

22

A1 = fuel surface area (ft

2

)

A2 = cladding surface area (ft

2

)

e1 = fuel surface emissivity
£2 = cladding surface emissivity
T1 = fuel surface temperature (OR)
T2 = cladding surface temperature (OR)
aSB = Stefan-Boltzmann constant (1.714x10"

9

Btu/hr-ft 2 -oR 4 )

The emissivities of the fuel and cladding are calculated using relations from
MATPRO-11 (Revision 1); see Appendix B, Equation B.6.

The effect of the

cladding oxide layer thickness on the emissivity is neglected.
4.4.2

Conduction Heat Transfer in the Fill Gas
Heat conduction through the fill gas is calculated using the model

developed for GAPCON-2 based on a linear regression analysis of Ross-Stoudt
data by Lanning and Hann (Ref.

Hgas

=gas

64).

For a normal open gap the conductance is

(4.53)

____

tt + 1.845 (gl+g 2)

where kgas = fill gas mixture thermal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-°F)
tg = gas gap width (from deformation model)

(ft)

gl = fuel pellet temperature jump distances (ft)
g2.= cladding temperature jump distances (ft)
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The temperature jump distances compensate for the nonlinearity of the
temperature gradient near the walls and the temperature discontinuities on the
wall surface as illustrated in Figure 4.15.

The nonlinear temperature

gradient is due to the incomplete thermal mixing of the gas molecules near the
surface.

The surface temperature discontinuity results from the incomplete

thermal accommodation of the gas molecules to the surface temperature.
The GAPCON-2 modification of the Lloyd (Ref.
calculate the temperature jump distance.

65) model is used to

The Lloyd model compares well with

available data and is used in both the FRAP and GAPCON-2 codes.
The
relation(a)
the
with
evaluated
is
temperature jump distance term

(T )1/2
1.131(10-5)
gas g(ft)
a
126
Pgas 1~ a f. 1'j)/2
k

(gl+g2 )

(4.54)

(f)(.4

where kgas = fill gas mixture thermal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-°F) (see
Appendix B)
Tg = gas gap average temperature (°K)
f=

mole fraction of jth gas
=

a=

molecular weight of jth gas
accommodation coefficient of jth gas

Pgas = fill gas pressure (psia)
Measurements for helium and xenon on U02 by Ullman et al.

(Ref.

66) show

that accommodation coefficients are temperature-dependent and vary for
different gases.

These dependencies are incorporated by using the GAPCON-2

curve fits to *the Ullman data.

(a)

Note that the equation as written in the GAPCON-2 manual is in error.
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Illustration of Temperature Jump Distances for an Ideal Gap

aHe

=

0.425 - 2.3(10- 4 )T

aXe

=

0.749

-

(4.55)

2.5(10-4)T

where T is in Kelvin (°K).
The accommodation coefficients for other gases are approximated using a linear
interpolation between those of helium and xenon based on molecular weight.
This was found to correlate the data of Thomas (Ref.

67) with reasonable

accuracy.
The gas mixture conductivity,

kgas,

is determined from the conductivities

of the constituent gases using a simplified version of the model in the
MATPRO-11 subroutine GTHCON.

Since the code uses the temperature jump model

described above the free molecular convection (Knudsen)
the gas conductivity given in MATPRO is not required.
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regime correction to
The conductivities of

helium, xenon, argon, krypton, hydrogen and nitrogen gas are calculated using
The correlations compare favorably
correlations from MATRPO-11 (Revision 1).
with the Chapman-Enskog theory used in GAPCON but are much easier to
implement.
When fuel/cladding contact occurs--from deformation caused by thermal
expansion or mechanical stress or a combination of the two--the heat
conductance in the gas becomes

(4.56)

-kgas

Hgas = {1.8[C(R+R ) +
g
2

where

a sg2 ] - 4.2(10-1))

k gas = fill gas mixture thermal conductivity (determined as for open
gap)
glg2= fuel pellet and cladding temperature jump distances (determined
as for the open gap)
C = 1.98 exp [-8.8(10- 5 )]Pi,
contact pressure (in psi,

dimensionless constant where Pi is the
determined by the deformation model)

Fuel cladding contact is defined to occur when

t

< 3.6 (R1 +R2 )

(4.57)

where tg = gas gap width (from the deformation model; discussed below)
R, = mean surface roughness of fuel pellet
R2 = mean inside surface roughness of cladding
By this criterion, contact is assumed to occur because of waviness and
mismatch of the fuel/clad interface when the calculated gap width closes to
within 3.6 times the combined surface roughnesses.

This was determined by

comparing measured gap widths with calculated gap widths from GAPCON
(Ref.

68).

(Ref.

37).

A more complete discussion is available in the GAPCON-2 manual
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4.4.3

Fuel/Cladding Contact Conductance
When the fuel and cladding are not in contact, Hsolid must be zero.

But

when the deformation model determines that the gap between the fuel and
cladding is small enough for contact to occur, the Mikic/Todreas model
(Ref.

69,70) is used to determine the contact conductance.

Of the available

models it provides the best agreement with a wide range of contact conductance
data (Ref.

64,71).

In this model, Hsolid is defined in terms of the physical properties of
the materials and the geometry of the interface between them:

Hsolid

Pi2
Tn

I(R 1 +R2

(4.58)

1

2k=k2

km

where

CM

1 2
kI= fuel thermal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-°F)
k 2 = cladding thermal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-*F)
RI= mean fuel surface roughness (in.)
mean cladding surface roughness (in.)

=R2

lint

=

HM

Meyer hardness

R1
(R)

the dimensionless ratio of the interface pressure to the

=

the dimensionless ratio of the mean fuel surface roughness
and wave length (distance between peaks)

The interfacial pressure,
expansion,

Pint, due to the differential fuel and cladding

is calculated with the fuel deformation model and is

nondimensionalized using the Meyer hardness calculated from MATPRO-11
(Revision 1) subroutine CMHARD (Ref.

38).

The exponent,

n,

on the ratio of

interfacial pressure to Meyer hardness is defined (Ref. 67) as
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n = 1.0

1.
(Pint/HM)
n

n = 0.5

(Pint/HM) < 0.0001

For the intermediate range,

0.01

the ratio is held constant:

P.int

(- -M) = 0.01

0.0001 < (Pint/HM)

< 0.01

The ratio of fuel surface roughness to wave length is estimated by GAPCON-2 as

R1 (•)=exp

where R1

[0.5285 *In

(R1

5.738)]

(4.59)

the mean fuel surface roughness (microinches).

4.4.4 Deformation Model
The fuel rod deformation model is used to predict changes in the gap
width caused by elastic and thermal stresses.
thermal expansion and an optional

1uel pellet deformation due to

relocation model is computed.

Any fuel

pellet geometry changes from as-built specifications due to burnup-dependent
quantities,

such as swelling and densification,

included in the input cold gap width.
mechanical

are not modeled and should be

For the cladding deformation under both

and thermal stresses is considered.

If the fuel/cladding gap is

open,

elastic deformation may be induced by the difference between the
internal gas pressure and the system pressure.
When the gap closes, elastic
displacement of the cladding by radial expansion of the fuel in contact with
it

is calculated, but plastic deformation is neglected.

Bending stresses or

strains in the cladding or fuel are considered insignificant, and creep
deformation of the cladding is ignored.
The axial and diametral thermal expansion of the fuel is calculated using
the MATPRO-11 (Revision 1) (Ref.

38) FTHEXP subroutine correlation for
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thermally induced strain in U02 .

The correlation was simplified by omitting

the corrections for molten fuel and mixed oxide (Pu).
In this model,

the radial cracks in the fuel are assumed to relieve the

hoop and radial stresses, allowing unrestrained radial movement of the fuel in
each concentric radial node.

The total radial movement at the fuel pellet

exterior is the sum of the expansion in all the fuel nodes.

NFUEL
(4.60)

r=1
(Ti)jAr.

(Arth )fuel

where c (T.). = thermal strain at axial nodej and radial node i
r 13
Ar. = thickness of radial node i
NFUEL = number of radial nodes in the fuel
The stress-free axial thermal expansion of the fuel pellet stack is
calculated in an analogous manner.

The fuel pellet stack length change due to

the thermal expansion is

NDX

(Axth)fuel:

(4.61)

E Z(T-AX

j=1

where e (T.)

z3

thermal strain at axial node j based on volume-averaged radial
node temperatures

AX. = height of axial node j
NDX = number of axial nodes
The radial thermal expansion of the cladding is described by

(Art)
th clad

=

• (T.)r
r j

(4.62)
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where e (T.) = radial thermal strain at axial node j based on the average
cladding temperature
F = cladding mean radius
The axial thermal expansion of the cladding is

NDX

(Ath)clad

(T)AX

=

(4.63)

where 6z(T.) = axial thermal strain at axial node j based on the average
cladding temperature at node j
AX. = height of axial node j
When the fuel cladding gap is open,

elastic deformation of the cladding

is driven by the difference between the fill gas and system pressures.

If the

gap closes, the cladding deformation is caused by the radial motion of the
fuel.

In both models the cladding is assumed sufficiently thin for the

stress, strain and temperature to be uniform throughout the cladding
thickness.
In the open gap elastic deformation model,

the cladding is considered as

a thin cylindrical shell loaded by internal and external pressures.
(Axisymmetric

loading and deformation are assumed.)

Tne radial and axial

elastic deformation is the result of hoop stress and axial stress caused by
pressure difference.

riPi
-

-

-

These stresses are given by the following equations:

roPo
000

(4.64)

c
•ri 2 Pi1 1

rro2Po

iro 2Pi
(
ffZ0 -.r.
.

(4.65)
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where ro = cladding outside radius
ri = cladding inside radius
tc = cladding thickness
Pi = internal fill gas pressure (PG if
Pint if the gap is closed,
Po = system pressure

the gap is open, Equation 4.70;

Equation 4.74)

The radial stress component is neglected, yielding the following
relationships from Hook's Law:

Ar
1
_•e
(ao-vaZ)
r
-Z

where

U
I.

(4.66)

I (a -va
-

(4.67)

E

e = hoop strain
C

= axial strain

E = modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus)
E
v = Poisson ratio, .2• - 1 where G = shear modulus
The relations for the cladding radial and axial elastic deformations,

then,

are

where

(Arel )clad

'E7

(A'%l)clad =

NDX
_z
j=1

(4.68)

AX

(4.69)

e = hoop strain at axial node j
F = cladding mean radius
C = axial strain at axial node j
AXj = height of axial node j
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The internal fill gas pressure used to determine the cladding elastic
deformation when the gap is open is calculated from the relation

PG
VP

MR
(rci -rfo )

NDX
T- +I

P J=1

[

(rf•

v

(4.70)

+

+

G

-rf2

V

fF

M = gram-moles of gas in fuel rod

where

Vp = gas plenum volume, including effects of fuel and cladding axial
expansion (ft

3

) (from Equations 4.61, 4.63, and 4.69)

Tp = gas plenum temperature (OK)

(defined as the outlet fluid

temperature + 10 °K)
AX. = computational cell length at axial level j (ft)
rci = cladding inside radius including thermal and elastic expansion
(ft) (from Equations 4.62 and 4.68)
rfo = fuel outside radius including thermal expansion and relocation
(ft) (from Equations 4.60, 4.75 and 4.76)
rf = fuel outside radius including thernjal expansion (ft)
ftmlbf
R = universal gas constant (6.1313
rv = radius of central void (ft) (from input data)
TG = gas gap temperature (°K)
TV = central void temperature (°K)
TF = average fuel pellet temperature (*K)
This is a static lumped pressure model,

similar to those in FRAP or GAPCON.

The pressure is assumed uniform throughout the fuel pin, with constant fission
gas inventory.
The fuel cladding gap width is given by

tg

tc

(th)fuel
'ld

rel )fuel+ (Are 1 ) clad + (Arth)clad
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(4.71)

where

tcold = input value for fuel cladding gap width (including burnupdependent effects)
(Arth)fuel

= fuel radial thermal expansion (from Equation 4.60)

(Arth)clad = cladding radial thermal expansion (from Equation 4.62)
(Arelclad = cladding radial elastic expansion (from Equation 4.68)
(Arrel)fuel

= fuel radial relocation (from Equation 4.75 or 4.76)

The value of tg calculated in Equation 4.71 is used in Equation 4.57 to
determine if the gap is open or closed.

If the gap is open, the gap

conductance is calculated with Hsolid set to zero.
Mikic/Todreas model for Hsolid must be evaluated.
gap deformation model,

If the gap is closed, the
This requires the closed

which is used to determine the interfacial contact

pressure needed in Equation 4.58.
In the closed gap deformation model,

the cladding is considered as thin-

wall tubing with a specified displacement at the inside and pressure loading
at the outside surface.

The radial fuel displacement that elastically deforms
the cladding is applied directly to the cladding and can be calculated as

(Arth)fuel •

where

tgI

(Arth)clad + tgl L

tcold

(4.72)

fuel cladding gap width that defines the closed gap
gL (i.e., 3.6 (R1 + R2 ) as in Equation 4.57)
=

tcold = user-input cold fuel cladding gap width (including burnupdependent effects)
(Arth)fuel

= fuel radial thermal expansion (Equation 4.60)

(Arth)clad = cladding radial thermal expansion (Equation 4.62)
Fuel deformation due to relocation does not displace the cladding and is
therefore not included in Equation 4.72.
Displacement due to radial strain is assumed negligible, so the radial
elastic deformation of the cladding must be equal to the applied fuel
displacement on the inside surface,
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(Arth)fuel

=

(Arth)fuel

-

(Arth)clad + tglL - tcold

(4.73)

(Arel )clad = ( Arth) fuel

The fuel cladding interfacial pressure generated by the applied displacement
can be computed using the equilibrium stress (Equations 4.64 and 4.65),
Law (Equations 4.66 and 4.67),

and the applied displacement,Arf.

Hook's

The

interfacial pressure is

r(ro2_ri2) - r)2tcV

(Arth)fuel Etc(ro 2-r2 )
P

int

f uel

th

c

2)
r[ri(r 2 ri
r10ri

0

_

r2tc1
v

c
r0 0 1
0
(
r°_i2
m
i2c
r.(r r ) - r. t v

+

(4.74)

-

= applied fuel displacement in cladding (from Equation 4.73)

where (Arth)fuel

E = modulus of elasticity for the cladding
tc = cladding thickness
ro

= cladding outside radius
ri = cladding inside radius
r = cladding mean radius
v= Poisson's ratio for the cladding

Po

=

system pressure (on the outside surface of the cladding)

The cladding inside and outside radius (ro and ri) and the mean radius (F) are
evaluated with elastic and thermal expansion taken into account.
expansion is evaluated using Equation 4.62,

The thermal

just as in the open gap model.

The elastic deformation is evaluated using the relation in Equation 4.68, but
the internal pressure Pi is defined as the interfacial pressure Pint from
Equation 4.74 instead of the fill gas pressure PG from Equation 4.70.
Fuel relocation is calculated using the FRACAS-I mechanics model from
FRAPCON-2 (Ref.

72).

FRACAS-I has been chosen for its simplicity and

compatibility with the conduction solution.

The model allows fuel fragments

to move radially into the pellet-cladding gap.

Cracks formed in the pellet

change the effective conductivity of the fuel.

Figure 4.16 illustrates fuel
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FIGURE 4.16.

Illustration of Fuel Relocation

relocation and how cracking changes heat conduction in the radial direction.
Gap closure and conductivity degradation provide a more realistic radial
temperature profile for nuclear fuel rods than is
Coleman (Ref.

possible without relocation.

73) has shown that the amount of relocation necessary for

proper gap closure can be expressed as a function of the cold state rod
geometry:

(Ar rel)fuel =

where (Ar rel)fuel

-

O.O05rf

(475)

fuel radial relocation (ft)

6= as-fabricated fuel-cladding gap size (ft)
rf

=

as-fabricated pellet radius (ft)
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The amount of relocation remains constant as long as the fuel-cladding
gap is open. When the gap closes, radial displacement due to relocation
remains large enough to keep the fuel and cladding in contact without radially
displacing the cladding. Cladding is.displaced by fuel thermal expansion when
the radial displacement of the fuel due to relocation is zero. The amount of
fuel relocation in the closed gap case is defined as

(Arrel)fuel

where

(Arrel)

6 - (Arth) fuel + (Arth)clad + (Arel)clad

=

(4.76)

= fuel radial relocation (ft)
6 = as-fabricated fuel-cladding gap size (ft)

(Arth)fuel

=

fuel radial thermal expansion (ft)

(Arth)clad = cladding radial thermal expansion (ft)
(Arel)clad = cladding radial elastic expansion (ft)
Gap closure is determined by a gap width of less than or equal to 3.6 times
the sum of fuel and cladding mean surface roughness.
When fuel relocates into the pellet-cladding gap the effective
conductivity of the fuel is reduced by cracking.

FRACAS-I uses an empirical

conductivity factor to calculate an effective fuel conductivity when cracks
are present.

KEFF = R KLAB

(4.77)

where KEFF = effective fuel thermal conductivity (W/ms'K)
KLAB = uncracked fuel thermal conductivity (W/m'°K)
R= conductivity factor
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The conductivity factor(a) is a function of gas conductivity and volume
available for cracking and is given by

k
R = 1.0 - C Crel [1.0-LAB 1

(4.78)

LAB
where Crel =/0"8x10 4
6 = as-fabricated fuel cladding gap size (m)
C = 0.30 (1/m)
Kg = thermal conductivity of gas in gap (W/m'°K)
KLAB = uncracked fuel thermal conductivity (W/m*°K)
The factor (1.0-kg/KLAB) accounts for the fact that gas in the cracks has
a lower thermal conductivity than the fuel and therefore decreases the
effective conductivity of the fuel pellet. Crel is a measure of the volume
available for cracking.

Since cracked fuel does not fully solidify when

compressed, Crel is never less than 0.25. Crack healing is assumed to occur
instantly when the local fuel temperature exceeds nine-tenths of the fuel
sintering temperature.
The conductivity factor is set equal to 1.0 when the
fuel temperature exceeds 4304.0°F.

(a)

Equation 4.78 is derived by substituting the definition for V into
Equation (51)

of Reference 72.

(V = 3 Uc/rf = 3(6s-T)/rf)
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APPENDIX NOMENCLATURE

e

internal energy

f

body force

g

acceleration of gravity

h

enthalpy

I
I

phase interface
identity tensor

k

thermal conductivity

I/Lj

surface area concentration for the jth interface

l/Ls

total surface area concentration

M

interfacial momentum exchange

Md

interfacial drag force

Mr

interfacial momentum exchange due to phase change
mass flow rate

n
P

Q
qT
S

T
TT
t

t
At
U
V

unit exterior normal vector
pressure
conduction heat flux
volumetric heat generation rate
turbulent heat flux
interfacial heat transfer per unit volume
.phase interface
stress tensor
turbulent (Reynolds) stress tensor
temperature
stress vector
time
averaging time interval
fluid velocity
interface velocity
velocity of volume V
A.1

V

arbitrary volume

x

position vector

Greek Symbols
3V

boundary of V

v.

normal displacement speed of interface j

avoid

fraction

a
r

phase function
net rate of interfacial mass transfer per unit volume

A

net rate of interfacial energy transfer per unit volume

X

second viscosity coefficient

1viscosity
p

density

Z

surface tension vector
viscous stress tensor (stress deviator)
arbitrary fluid property

Subscripts
1

phase 1

2

phase 2

11

phase 1 interfacial limit

21

phase 2 interfacial

I

interfacial

j

jth interface

k

phase k

kI

phase k interfacial limit

limit

Superscripts
i

interfacial

m

material

T

turbulent

t

transpose

surface average
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A.1

INTRODUCTION
This appendix describes the derivation of the average. phasic conservation

equations for the two-fluid model of multiphase flow.

In recent years

numerous derivations of conservation equations for multiphase flows have
appeared in the literature.
(Ref.

Among the more rigorous are the works of Drew
2), and Ishii (Ref.

1), Vernier and Delhaye (Ref.

authors rely on some form of averaging; that is,

3).

All of these

average variables are

introduced, and conservation equations are derived in terms of the average
variabl es.
Average equations for multiphase flow fall into two broad categories:
The two-fluid model uses separate

the two-fluid model and the mixture model.

conservation equations for each phase and requires additional models for the
interactions between phases.

The mixture model treats the multiphase mixture

as a whole and has only one set of conservation equations plus a diffusion
equation.

Specific examples of the mixture approach include the homogeneous,

slip and drift flux models.

Although the two-fluid formulation involves the
is capable of modeling more complex

solution of additional equations, it
situations than the mixture model,

and it

has greater physical appeal.

the two-fluid model is used exclusively

Because of this greater versatility,
in COBRA-TF.

At the heart of any derivation of two-fluid conservation equations is the
choice of the averaging method.

Ishii uses Eulerian time averaging to obtain

variables that are continuous in time (Ref.

3).

Since only one integration is

used, his variables are not continuously differentiable in time.
even continuous in space.

They are not

Ishii explains this by noting that differential

operations on the average variables are to be interpreted as finite-difference
operations in the applications.

Drew obtains continuously differentiable

average variables by using two integrations in both space and time (Ref.

1).

Vernier and Delhaye use various combinations of space and time averaging,
depending on the application (Ref.

2).

Regardless of the type of averaging

used, the resulting average equations are quite similar in form.
differences arise in the definition and physical

A.3

The

interpretation of the average

variables and in the constitutive assumptions required to close the set of
equations.
This appendix does not attempt to give a completely detailed derivation
of all the equations for the two-fluid formulation of multiphase flow.
main features applicable to COBRA-TF are developed here,

with references to

the original work for the more involved derivations and proofs.
and notation of Ishii (Ref.

3) have been used here,

The

The methods

since these have won wide

acceptance and are more commonly used in the nuclear industry.

However,

some

changes have been made in the notation for the average variables to make the
notation less cumbersome.
The two-fluid model is usually derived by considering a mixture of only
two phases.

To keep this derivation as straightforward and uncluttered as

possible, the two phase approach is used here.

However,

since the general

phasic conservation equations obtained will have exactly the same form for any
phase,

the generalization to n phases is immediate.

In particular, the two-

fluid model can easily be extended to obtain the three-field formulation used
in COBRA-TF.
This appendix is organized into six sections.

Section A.2 presents the

basic integral theorems needed to study continuum mechanics with surfaces of
discontinuity.

In Section A.3 exact integral conservation equations

applicable -to single-phase or two-phase flow are derived.

These equations are

used to obtain differential conservation equations for single-phase regions in
Section A.4.

In Section A.5 the integral conservation equations are used to

derive interfacial jump conditions for two-phase flow.

Average variables are

introduced in Section A.6, and the average phasic conservation equations are
derived in Section A.7.
A.2

INTEGRAL THEOREMS
Several integral theorems are used in the derivations given in this

appendix.

The divergence theorem is used in deriving the single-phase

differential conservation equations.

Leibnitz's theorem, or one of its many

variations, is used in deriving the single- and two-phase integral
conservation equations.

Leibnitz's theorem is also used to obtain derivative
A.4

This section presents, without proof,

relations for the average variables.
these important theorems.
The Divergence Theorem

A.2.1

It is
An arbitrary volume of fluid, V(t), is shown in Figure A.1.
assumed that V(t) is located in a single-phase region and that the boundary of
V(t), BV(t), is piecewise smooth. The volume V(t) need not be a material
volume.

Let n denote the unit exterior normal to V(t),

and let a(x,t) be any

vector function that is continuously differentiable in some region containing
V(t).

For this situation the divergence theorem (Ref.

f V - a dx=
V(t)
-

f n
aV(t)-

This theorem also holds if

*

4) yields

(A.1)

a ds
-

a continuously differentiable tensor function, A,

replaces a in Equation A.1.

V(t)

aV(t)

FIGURE A.1.

Si ngl e-Phase Volume
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A.2.2

Leibnitz's Theorem
The basic Leibnitz theorem (Ref.

5) states that if

continuously differentiable for a < x < b, and if
differentiable in a region containing R:

g(x) and h(x) are

f(x,y) is continuously

{(x,y)Ia < x < b, g(x) < y <h(x),

then in R

d

h(x)
Tg(flxx)TXf(x,y) dy

=

h(x) -xaf dy + f[x,h(x)] dhgx)

f-x,g(x)

dg

_

(A.2)
(A

This theorem can be generalized to multiple integrals and is used extensively
in both single-phase and two-phase derivations.
Single-Phase Case
In addition to the nomenclature introduced in Figure A.1, let
V(xt) = translational velocity of V(t)
p(x,t) = fluid density
U(x,t) = fluid velocity
_(x,t)

Then,

= any fluid mass specific property (scalar,

vector or tensor)

assuming all variables are continuously differentiable,

theorem generalizes to (Ref.

d

f
" (ItV t)

pdx =
--

Leibnitz's

6)

-• t

V t)

If V(t) is a material volume,

(p*) dx +
--

f n • (p*V)
B t)---

ds

(A.3)

the fluid velocity U replaces V, and

Equation A.3 reduces to the Reynolds transport theorem.
Two-Phase Case
The volume V(t) may contain two phases separated by a singular surface,
I(t), as illustrated in Figure A.2.
becomes (Ref.

For this situation Leibnitz's theorem

6)

A.6

Two-Phase Volume

FIGURE A.2.

J

d
dt

V(t)

pPdx =
-

f
V(t)

+

Sf

S(t)

dx +
-

(p*)

f
n - (p*V)
V(t)-

P2*2 ) (nl

P1 4 1

I I

-1

ds

- U ) ds

(A.4)

I

where S(t) = that portion of I(t) interior to V(t)
2k = unit exterior normal to phase k
= velocity of surface I(t)
= interface limit quantity for phase k

kI

The interface limit quantities introduced in Equation A.4 are defined by
'P

lim

x

+

I

*(x,t)
(A.5)

CiI

x e phase k
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A.3

EXACT INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
Exact integral conservation equations iare derived by applying

Equation A.4 to a material volume that may contain two phases.

Let Vm(t)

denote such a volume.
Mass
Conservation of mass requires

d

(A.6)

f p dx = 0
Vm(t)

Applying Equation A.4 yields

f

-ý-dx+

f

(PlI - P2I ) (nl

"U1 ) ds = 0

(A.7)

f

(A.8)

S(t)

aV m(t)

Vm(t)

f

p(n - U) ds +

Momentum
Conservation of momentum requires

d

f
Vm(t)

pU dx =

f

pf dx +

3Vm(t)

where f = body force per unit mass
t= stress vector
surface tension vector.

A.8

f
zvm(t)

ds +

E dx

avm(t) I(t)

Applying Equation A.4 yields

a

(pU)dx +

f

Vm(t)

n

(pUU)ds

f pfdx +
Vm(t)

:

Bvm(t)

+

f

di -

DVm(t) I(t)

P21t21)

f (Pli
S M)

(n1

- UI)

f t ds
avm(t)
(A. 9)

dts

Energy
Conservation of energy requires

d--t

d~1
f

p(e

2
+ IUI2) dx=

f

Vm(t)

f

+

Q

-

n ds +

*

+

f

Vm(t)

dx

Vm (t)

3Am t)

p f - U dx

f

(A.1O)

ds +

tU

av (t) 1(t)

aVm(.t)

where e = specific internal energy
Q = conduction heat flux vector

Q = volumetric heat generation rate
Applying Leibnitz's theorem yields

vm

f

- [p(e +
at)2-

IUI2)]dx +

_n

[p(e + 1_U, 2)U] ds

avm(t)
fr

*n

f

-. ds +

aVm(t)
+

f

fE.UId
avm(t) l(t)

Sdx +

Vm(t)

Vm(t)
-

f

[P1

S(t)

f

pf - U dx +

f

t

Uds

3Vm (t)

](n_
- P
(e + 11U12)
(e +1 1UI
7 2- 1 -1
11 -2 1
1

U ) ds
-1
(A.11)

A.9

Equations A.7, A.9 and A.11 cannot be used directly to solve two-phase flow
problems,

but they are used to derive jump conditions relating flt,'d variables

on one side of the interface to those on the other.

They also can be used to

derive single-phase differential equations that can be averaged to obtain twophase flow equations.
A.4

SINGLE-PHASE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
This section describes the derivation of the single-phase differential

conservation equations.

Equations for conservation of mass, momentum and

energy are obtained by applying Equations A.7,

A.9 and A.11 to an arbitrary

material volume small enough to contain only one phase for some length of
time.

These equations and additional constitutive equations are presented

here.
A.4.1

Mass,

Momentum and Energy Equations

Mass
Application of the divergence theorem to Equation A.7 yields

f

[-L+ V

*

(pU))

(A.12)

dx = 0

Vm(t)
Because Vm(t) is arbitrary and the integrand is continous, Equation A.12
implies that the integrand must be zero throughout the phase.
So,

-- + V • (pU)

= 0

(A.13)

at any point in the interior of either phase.

A.IO

Momentum
Let T denote the stress tensor defined by

t

(A.14)

n-n.T

Then divide T into its pressure and viscous parts according to

(A.15)

T = -PI+

The tensor
Then,

t

is called the viscous stress tensor or the stress deviator.

using Equations A.14 and A.15 in Equation A.9 and manipulating as in the

derivation of Equation A.13, the momentum equation can be expressed as

a, (pU) + VePUU) =Pf -VP+ V

(A.16)

T

Equation A.16 is valid at any point in the interior of either phase.
Energy
Manipulating Equation A.11 as above and using Equation A.14 gives the
differential conservation of energy equation within a phase:

[p(e +

IUI2 )] + V. [p(e + IUI 2 )U] =

+ Q + pf • u + V

*

(I - U)

-

V

(A.17)

A. 11

The thermal energy equation is obtained by taking the dot product of the
momentum equation and U and then subtracting the result from Equation A.17.
The result, after a little manipulation,

(pe) + V - (peU)

=

- V • Q+

is

-

P V • U+

T: V U

(A. 18)

The thermal energy equation can be written in terms of enthalpy by
introducing

h = e + P/p

(A.19)

The result is

-T

(ph)

+ V •

(phU)

=

-

V

Q + Q +-

+ U •

vP +

t

VU

(A.20)

For development of the COBRA-TF equations, the enthalpy formulation is the
most convenient form of the energy equations.
A.4.2

Additional Equations

Taken together, Equations A.13, A.16 and A.20 are not sufficient to solve
for all the fluid variables in a single-phase region. Constitutive equations
are needed for the conduction vector, Q, and the stress deviator, ..
Thermodynamic equations of state are also needed. Fourier's law for heat
conduction gives Q as

Q = - k(T) VT

(A.21)

A.12

For Newtonian fluid the constitutive equation for the stress deviator is

=

(A. 22)

X(v • U) I + P(VU + (VU)t)

In these equations
k = thermal conductivity
T = temperature
P = viscosity
X = second viscosity coefficient
The thermodynamic equations of state define the density and enthalpy as
functions of pressure and temperature:

p = p(P,T)
(A.23)

h = h(P,T)

Equations A.13,

A.16 and A.20 through A.23 are sufficient to solve for

all flow variables in a single-phase region, provided values for
f,

&, k, 1 and x are known and suitable initial and boundary conditions are

given.

In a two-phase region the above equations are of little direct use in

problem solving.

They do,

however, provide the basis for the derivation of

average equations.
A.5

INTERFACIAL JUMP CONDITIONS
The exact integral conservation equations, Equations A.7, A.9 and A.11,

can be used to obtain interfacial jump conditions for two-phase flows.

The

jump conditions relate flow variables on one side of the interface to those on
the other.

Such relations are useful for deriving constitutive models for the

interfacial interaction terms that arise when the single-phase conservation
equations are averaged to obtain the two-fluid model.

This section describes

the derivation of the jump conditions for mass, momentum and energy.

A.13

Consider a small material volume, Vm(t), that contains some of each phase
and part of the interface, as shown in Figure A.3. To obtain jump conditions
one must examine the limit as 6+0 of Equations A.7, A.9, and A.11.
A.5.1

Conservation of Mass at the Interface
Assuming

is bounded,

f (-(P U1

Equation A.7 becomes

P2121 )+(PI

-P21

)UI

•I ds = 0

(A.24)

I I

S(t)

Because the individual phase variables are continuous wi thin each phase, and
because S(t) is arbitrary, the integrand must be zero at al l points of I(t).
Thus

=(1

- :-)I

P

2

(U

uI

-

(A.25)

n-

Equation A.25 merely states that the rate at which mass leaves one phase
equals the rate at which it enters the other.

pHASEt2

n,
FIGURE A.3.

Interface Material Volume
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A.5.2

Conservation of Momentum at the Interface
Manipulating Equation A.9 in a manner similar to the manipulation of

Equation A.7 above gives

)]
= I

+ (1

+ (PU
1:1

Pu
-- u --

-(pU 11 -U1--1

f
S(t)

ds=

U_
- P U
Z1I ) --

f•E d

(A.26)

9S(tT

In most reactor safety applications it
surface tension in the above equation.

is permissible to neglect the effect of
This immediately yields the local

momentum jump condition as

-

1 Ii

(!1,
-- 1 -

I

Al +

2

I

+ (%I - TI)
- U2) •
(U 1-a
I
-1-

E

0

(A.27)
It is possible to derive a local momentum jump condition without neglecting
surface tension by invoking the surface divergence theorem (Ref.
for instance,

4).

(See,

Reference 3).

Equations A.25 and A.27 can be combined to illustrate more clearly the
jump condition for the stress tensor.
to phase k per unit interfacial

;k I

Pk I (-U-kI

-

First, the local rate of mass transfer

area can be defined as

-Uk

(A.28)

A.15

Then Equation A.25 can be written

+i 2

(A.29)

0

while A.27 becomes

(UII -U2

TII- i21 I)II

(A.30)

)

Assuming no slip at the interface, the components of U
the interface must be equal,
the interface.

and U

and therefore the vector (U I

-

tangential to

U I~ is normal to

Equation A.30 thus implies that the stress jump is also normal

to the interface.

A small amount of manipulation with Equations A.28,

A.29

and A.30 yields
_2I)

[(_i

I

I

I

n-l

This shows that there is

-

=I

1

1

Pi

P2

I

I

always a jump in the stress component normal to the

interface unless there is no change of phase (;1
densities are equal at the interface.
normal stress is neglected,

P2

-P 1
I

1

I

(A.31)

2(-1
Ii l

= m

= 0) or the phase

If the viscous contribution to the

Equation A.31 reduces to

1)

(A.32)

P2

which shows that the pressure is higher in the denser fluid, regardless of the
sign of

*1

A.16

A.5.3

Conservation of Energy at the Interface
The energy jump condition is obtained by neglecting the surface tension

and collapsing Equation A.11 on the surface.

m1

+n

[(e + ½1u i1

" (TI

U
-1

-1

1 2
(e+ ½1ul2

-

T

=2i

This gives

-

-l

(A.33)

0

U
-:-

after Equations A.28 and A.29 have been applied.
A thermal energy jump condition can be derived by manipulating the
momentum and energy jump conditions.

since two different phase

However,

velocities are involved in Equation A.30, the result will still contain some
mechanical energy terms.

One approach, which expresses the mechanical energy

terms as relative velocities between the phases and the interface,
the dot product of Equation A.30 and the interface velocity, UT.

mll (U-

(T
- 2 )]
-i
=li

U +

I)

-

is to take
This gives

(A.34)

U = 0

-1

Subtracting Equation A.34 from Equation A.33 and rearranging yields the
following thermal energy jump condition:

2

[e2
1-+e1

{e-

Q
--

n

+

-4

T1

-T
(U
-U)
-1I
-I
=2I

A.17

-U)]

(2
-

-I

0

(A.35)

Equation A.35 can be used to obtain an enthalpy jump condition by
introducing

hhkI

= ekI
e

Pkl

(A.36)

The result after a little manipulation is

I

1

{[h

11

2

+ 1

I

I

-h2I +½1ý2-uzl
[h

-

A.6

(

~

W2I

n=

Q-a,)

1

~

- (12, "-Ei) "nl)

0

(A.37)

AVERAGE VARIABLES
Given appropriate initial and boundary conditions, the exact differential

equations, together with the jump conditions and constitutive equations, could
theoretically be solved to obtain the exact solution for all flow variables in
a two-phase flow.

In practice the solution is unattainable except in a few

very simple flow situations.

Moreover,

the excess of detail that such a

solution would provide is not needed in most engineering studies.

What is

needed are results describing the average motion of each phase in terms of
suitable average variables.

With this in mind,

the following discussion

defines the averaging method and introduces the average variables.
Let f(x,t) be piecewise continuous and have piecewise continuous
derivatives.

Then the time average of f(x,t) is given by

A.18

=1

T(x,t)

t+At/2
IA
f(x,t' )dt'

(A.38)

t- At/2

At, is chosen to be long enough to smooth out random
fluctuations but short enough to preserve any gross unsteadiness in the flow.

The time interval,

The phase function,

ak(x,t),

is defined to isolate the contribution to

the average from each phase:

1 if x e phase k at time t
Ok(Xlt) = {

(A.39)

0 otherwise

Then the average k-phase void fraction,

ak'

is

simply the average of the phase

function:

=

(A.40)

~

The average k-phase density,

Pk' is defined by

akPk =k

A.41)

Velocities are weighted with density so that the average velocity is
derived from averaged momenta, which makes the derivation of the averaged
equations easier.

Thus, the average k-phase velocity, 2k, is defined by

%.42)

= k"

A.19

The average k-phase stress tensor, Tk' is defined by

~k'k

(A. 43)

A

=

This leads to the obvious definitions for the average k-phase pressure and
stress deviator:

~k k

k

and

(A. 44)

Ok_ k =

The average k-phase enthalpy, hk, is defined by

OLkPkhk

(A.45)

=

The average k-phase heat flux vector, & , is defined by

(A.46)

In Equations A.40 through A.46 the averaging method defined by
Equation A.38 has been applied to piecewise continuous functions defined in
both phases.

Some variables,

however,

A.20

such as UI and Pk ' are defined only at
I

points on the interface and therefore require a different type of averaging.
The next few paragraphs describe this surface averaging method and introduce
the surface average variables.
During the averaging period,
location x.

v.3

Let the subscript j denote the jth such interface,

IU
-I

=

At, several interfaces may pass any given

n I
• -1

=

and let

the normal displacement speed of the jth interface to
pass location x during the averaging period,

At.
(A.47)

L.3

(A.48)

v.J]At

=

1
-

1

s

3J

(A.49)

where the sum is over all interfaces that pass location x during time interval
At.

The term lI/L

and i/Ls is

is the surface area concentration due to the jth interface,

variable, the surface average of

=

Then if

the total surface area concentration.

L

is a surface

is defined by

(A.50)

*1j
jLj

where the sum is over all surfaces that pass location x during At.
The average k-phase mass supply per unit interface area, mk9 is defined

by

-•

k

M

=

A.21

k(A.51)

while the average k-phase mass supply per unit volume,

rk,

is given by

k
rkr :Fss-

(A. 52)

5

The average interface velocity,

Sk-U

Ui, is defined by

klUI

(A. 53)

and the average k-phase limit velocity,

_,

is given by

(A. 54)

k -k - mk,Uý

The surface average k-phase limit stress tensor,

T, is given by

(A.55)

=k

wi th

k~ k
and
(A. 56)

T

=k
The surface average interfacial
defined by

heat input to phase k per unit volume is

A.22

(A.57)

= _1s)

qj,'

U-s

gi e

The surface average k-phase limit enthalpy, hk,

1 =
k hi
k :k

is

yI

given by

(A.58)

h
Ik

In addition to the average variables defined above,

it

is necessary to

introduce notation for the turbulent fluxes that arise as a result of the
averaging process.

To do this, it

is convenient to define fluctuating

quantities as

(A.59)

V - Vk

where

ib

is the instantaneous value and *k is the average value.

assumption is that the average of *' is zero if
same as that used to define Pk.

The usual

the averaging operation is the

(Fluctuating values can also be defined for

surface average variables, but these are not needed in the COBRA-TF
development.)
Using the notation of Equation A.59, the k-phase turbulent stress

T

tensor, T', is defined by

IkTT
:

k-k

(A.60)

ký- -

A. 23

T
and the k-phase turbulent heat flux, qis

T=

defined by

Ik I

(A.61)

Additional average variables could be defined, e.g., average internal
energy or average entropy, but the above-defined variables are sufficient for
the development of the COBRA-TF equations. Readers interested in a more
extensive treatment of the two-fluid model are referred to Ishii (Ref. 3).
A.7

AVERAGE EQUATIONS

Average phasic conservation equations are derived by taking the time
average of the single-phase conservation equations and applying the
definitions-of the average variables and turbulent fluxes. When the time
average is taken, expressions relating the average of a derivative to the
derivative of an average variable are needed. These relations are presented
in this section, and the phasic conservation equations that form the basis for
the COBRA-TF three-field model are derived.
A.7.1

Derivative Relations

Two fundamental relations are used repeatedly in the derivations to
follow. From Ishii's (Ref. 3) work, these are

3ýE~ ~~ (a* )
+

L=-

t

LT

4kI(X,t.)

vi.. *kI

L)]
1 [-k

~j

(n

-:,-I.

U-)

(A.62)

(A.63)

Equations A.62 and A.63 can be derived using Leibnitz's theorem as given by
Equations A.2 and A.4. In these equations the subscript j stands for the jth
interface to pass point x during the averaging period, At. For a discussion
of the singular case v. = 0 see Ishii (Ref. 3) or Drew and Lahey (Ref. 7).
A.24

Relations for the derivatives of the void fraction can be derived from
Equations A.62 and A.63 as

1

k1

(A.64)

EL

1

-V:-j
A.7.2

(A.65)

-mw.

Phasic Conservation Equations

Mass
Considering Equation A.13 for kth phase only and taking the time average
gives

9t- (Op

+ V

*

(A.66)

= 0
L~U)

Invoking Equations A.62, A.63, and the definition of rk yields the average kphase conservation of mass equation:

7t

(akpk) + V ' (OpA

=

rk

A.25

(A.67)

Momentum
When Equation A.16 is time averaged the result is

45(akPkUk)

+ V

(akPkUkk) = akPkfk - V(akPk)

+ T
+ v • [ak(=k+ =k)]- -

(A.68)

k

Note that Equations A.59 and A.60 have been used to introduce the turbulent
stress tensor into the above equation. Also, the average k-phase interfacial
supply of momentum has been defined as

Mk

-kAt j v

{

kr
k1 (Ukj

-

J!1)-

n

-

n " T1.

-k+ 1k I 1

(A.69)

At this point it is worthwhile to examine the momentum supply term a
little more closely. Separating the stress tensor into its pressure and
viscous parts and using Equation A.64 gives

r L

k,

: I'

+AtA

klml

kV j

-Vj kI

"

-a
:k

+ Lt.
-k "-k )
At 3-j
-Jil

(A.70)
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Making the definitions

Md

1 E 1
-k = j-

r

i-p
{'

]n

+n

Pkl.
3

(A.71)

}

" =AkI

(A.72)

i

yields the more compact expression

r

P

+

d

(A.73)

Physically, the term Mr represents the momentum supplied to phase k due
to change of phase, and Pk Vck is the force on phase k due to the average
interfacial pressure.

The term

d is traditionally called the drag force,
and virtual mass forces (Ref.

although it may also include lift

7).

Substitution of Equation A.73 into A.68 will yield the general k-phase
conservation of momentum equation.
(Pk - Pk)

Vk'

The equation will contain the term

which represents a force due to the difference between the
The

average pressure in the bulk of phase k and that at the interface.

model assumes that the average
COBRA-TF model assumes P1 = Pk"
kk ' Moreover, the
i
pressure is the same in all phases, i.e., Pk = Pk= P. Such an assumption is
certainly reasonable for flows that do not involve phase change.
change is occurring,

When phase

Equation A.32 shows that there must be a pressure

difference across the interface unless the phase densities are equal.
Consequently,
in this case.

it seems logical for the average phase pressures to be different
For most cases of practical importance,

however,

this

difference is small enough to neglect.
An additional assumption,
COBRA-TF,

compatible with the intended applications of

is that gravity is the only body force; i.e., ±k =_gfor all phases.

A.27

Substituting Equations A.73 into Equation A.68 and implementing the
assumptions discussed above yields the phasic conservation of momentum
equation used by COBRA-TF,

kpk-U:k1 + V*

Tt

akl

+ V

ak Pk-

a~k P044k!k

VP

-k

+ +M
+ Md

+ TT+ +

(A.74)

Energy
For reactor safety analysis the most useful form of the single-phase
energy equation is the enthalpy formulation,

Equation A.20.

Since most flows

of interest in this field involve relatively low velocities and because
thermal effects predominate,

is permissible to neglect the dissipation and

it

the spatial derivative of the pressure in Equation A.20.

Also, the intended

applications of COBRA-TF do not include flows with heat generation in the
fluid.

The equation to be averaged is therefore

aaP
(ph)

+ V - (phU)

= -

V

*

(A.75)

Q +-•

Readers interested in the complete treatment of the full energy equation
should consult one of the references cited in the introduction to this
appendix.
Averaging Equation A.75 yields

at

(a p h
kk k

+ V •(ak p h U
k k k-(

-

V

A.28

[a

+( q T
k .1k V

+k
+'k +7.t

2P

(A.76)

where Equations A.59, A.61,

A.62 and A.63 have been used.

process has introduced the average k-phase interfacial

The averaging

supply of energy,

defined as

Ak

(v k hk

-t

-j••L

(nk

V7

-k

At

j

-2k

QkI~

(A.77)

Equations A.77 can be written in a more convenient form by using the
definitions of rk, i
k
h '
k
k

A

''and
k"I

r h +qkI

(A.78)

The energy equation used to derive the COBRA-TF three-field model is
obtained by substituting Equation A.78 into Equation A.76. The result is
hhT
f

+rhi
+(akPkkk)
+
VkkUk

= -

Vk4Ek

k+

+ rk
k

+
k

uI+NP
k+q+

at
(A.79)

A.29
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APPENDIX B
NUCLEAR FUEL ROD MATERIAL PROPERTIES

APPENDIX B
NUCLEAR FUEL ROD MATERIAL PROPERTIES
As part of the default nuclear fuel rod model,

the material properties of

uranium-dioxide and zircaloy from MATPRO-11 (Revision 1) (Ref.
into the code.
modification.

1) were built

They were implemented as statement functions to allow easy
The correlations used are shown below.

URANIUM DIOXIDE
Density (cold) (lbm/ft

3

):

PUO= 684.86*D

(B.1)

2
where D = fraction of theoretical density (input)
Thermal Conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-0 F):
The U02 thermal conductivity is computed from the MATPRO-9 (Ref.

2)

correlation instead of the more complex version in MATPRO-11 (Revision 1)
to save computer time.
( 0.2 W/m-

0 K)

Both correlations have the same error band

and give very nearly the same conductivity over the

expected operating range of 500-3000K.
Figure B-I.

A comparison is shown in

The thermal conductivity is computed by

kuo2 = C x (MAXIMUM

(0.0194, 40.4/(464. + Tc)

+ 1.216x10- 4 EXP (1.867 x 10-3)Tcd)

B.1

(B.2)

E

2 _

EXPECTED OPERATING RANGE

(500-300°PK)

1

0.C
0.0

8

6

4

2

10

MATPRO-9 Kuo2 (W/m-0 K)

FIGURE B.1.

where

Comparison of MATPRO-9 and MATPRO-11 Conductivities

C = (0.5779) 100 [1.

-

8 (1

-

D)]/(1.0 - 0.05 a)

a = 2.58 - (5.8 x 10-4)Tc
Tc = temperature ( 0C)
Specific Heat (Btu/lbm-°F):

=

C
Pu 2

(2.388 x 10-4)

K1 e2 exp(e/Tk)
Tk2[exp (o/TTk)

+ O/M 2K3 ED exp (-ED/RTk)}
2
2
Dk2

-1]

2

+ K2 Tk

(B-3)

B.2

where

Tk
R
B
K1
K2
K3
ED

0/M

temperature (°K)
8.3143 (J/mol-°K)
Einstein temperature (535.285 ?K)
296.7 (J/kg-°K)
2.43 x 10-2 (J/kg-°K)
8.745 x 107 (J/kg)
1.577 x 105 (J/mol)
oxygen/metal ratio (2.0)

Zi rcal oy
Density (cold) (lbm/ft3 ):

(B.4)

PZ = 409.0

Thermal conductivity (Btu/hr-ft-OF)

kZ

.5779 [.7.51 + 0.0209 TK

-

(1.45 x 107)

Tk2

+ (7.67 x 10-9) Tk 3

(B.5)

where Tk = temperature (°K)
Specific Heat (Btu/Ibm-°F)
MATPRO-11 (Revision 1) uses a table lookup and determines C as a
p

function of temperature using the values shown in Table B.1.

B.3

TABLE B.1.

Specific Heat of -Zircaloy as a Function of Temperature
T( 0 K)

Cp (Btu/lbm-°F)

300.

.0671

400.

.07212

640.

.07904

1090.

.08955

1093.

.11988

1113.

.14089

1133.

.14686

1153.

.1717

1173.

.1949

1193.

.1839

1213.

.1478

1233.

.1120

1248.

.0850

>1248.

.0850

Material properties other than uranium-dioxide and Zircaloy can be input
in material property tables.
The required input is:
"

cold state density

"

thermal conductivity versus temperature

*

specific heat versus temperature

B.4

EMISSIVITIES FOR U0, AND ZIRCALOY
The gap conductance model draws heavily on the MATPRO-11 (Revision 1)
correlations to provide quantities needed for various models.
For the radiation heat transfer model,

the fuel and cladding thermal

emissivities from FEMISS and ZOEMIS are used.
From FEMISS in MATPRO-11 (Revision 2) (Ref.

4) the emissivity of U02 is

given by

(B.6)

C1 = 0.7856 + 1.5263 x 10 -5 Tk

where Tk = temperature (K)
The cladding emissivity is set to the constant value E2 = 0.75, based on
the data in MATPRO-11 subroutine ZOEMIS.
FILL GAS CONDUCTIVITY
The thermal conductivity of the gas mixture as a function of temperature
is

determined from the relation

N
kgas= i

k.1
1XT
I Vi j rT.
j=1
i=A

(B.7)

1

where N = number of component gases (limited to 6)

ýij = ýij [1 + 2.41

(M. - Mj)(Mi - 0.142 M.)
]
)2
(Mi + Mj

B.5

(B.8)

and
1/2
k
[I + (•.l/
ýij =

M 1/4 2
(W-J)

I

(B.9)

23/2 (1 + Mi1/
i
2
lwj3

where. Mi = molecular weight of gas species i
Xi = mole fraction of gas species i
ki = thermal conductivity of gas species i

The thermal conductivities of the six component gases are evaluated as a
function of temperature from the following relations:
k( Btu/hr-ft-°F)

Gas
1-

Hel i um

3
(1.314x10- ) Tg 0.668

2-

Xenon

(1.395x10- 5 ) Tg 0.872

3-

Argon

(1.31xi0- 3 )

4-

Krypton

(1.588x10-5) Tg 0.92331

5-

Hydrogen

4
(5.834x10- ) Tg 0.8213

6-

Nitrogen

(7.35x10- 5 )

Tg 0.701

Tg 0.846

where Tg = gas temperature (°R).
For conductance between the fuel and cladding when in physical contact,
the thermal conductivity for U02 is determined using the relation given in
Equation B.2 above.

The cladding thermal conductivity is calculated with

Equation B.5.

B.6

MEYER HARDNESS FOR ZIRCALOY
The Meyer hardness number, HM,

used in the relation for the solid heat

conductance is

HM = (1.4504 x 10-4 ) exp [ 26.03 - (0.0

-

26 39

)Tz + (4.3502 x 10-5 )Tz2

(B.10)

(2.5621 x 10-8)T 3Z]

where HM = Meyer hardness of the cladding (psi)
TZ = cladding temperature (K)
STRAIN IN UO? AND ZIRCALOY
The strain in U02 fuel due to thermal expansion, a parameter needed in
the fuel deformation model,
MATPRO-11 (Revision 2).

CUO2

is calculated using the relation from FTHEXP in

This equation is

(1.0 x 10"5)T - (3.0 x 10-3) + (4.0 x 10-2) exp

(-6.9Sx 10 20

(B.11)

where e = thermal strain for U02 based on 300K reference temperature
T = fuel pellet temperature (K)

aSB = Boltzmann constant = 1.38x10" 2 3 J/K.
The strain in the cladding is calculated for axial and radial directions.
For 300 0 K < T < 1073 0 K, the zircaloy a-phase,

CZL = (4.44 x 10-6 )T - (1.24 x 10- 3 )

(B.12)

CZr = (6.72 x 10-6 )T -(2.07 x 10-3)

(B.13)

B.7

For, 1273K < T < melting, the zircaloy 0-phase

CZ

(B.14)

= (9.7 x 10- 6 )T - (1.10 x 10-2)

ZL
Zr = (9.7 x 10-6 )T - (9.45 x 10-3)
Z

where T

cladding temperature (K).

In the a-phase to a-phase transition zone, 1073 0 K < T < 1273°K,
little

data exist.

very

For this temperature range the thermal strain values are

determined directly from Scott's data (Ref.

3) as presented in MATPRO-11

(Revision 1).
STRESS IN UO? AND ZIRCALOY
The mechanical stress in the cladding is calculated using Young's modulus
and the shear modulus for zircaloy as calculated in CELMOD and CSHEAR in
MATPRO-11.
The effects of oxidation, cold work and irradiation are ignored.
The relations are given by the following equations.
Young's modulus, E, (in Pa)

for zircaloy 2 and 4:

For, T < 1093*K, the zircaloy a-phase

EZ

= (1.088 x 101)

-

(5.475 x 10 7 )T

a
For, T > 1239 0 K, the zircaloy 8-phase

E

=

(9.21 x 101)

-

(4.05 x 10 7)T

where T = the cladding temperature (°K)

B.8

(B-15)

The shear modulus, G, (in Pa) for zircaloy
For, T < 1093 0 K, the zircaloy a-phase

GZ

(2.168 x 10 7 )T

= (4.04 x 1010)

(B.16)

For, T > 1239 0 K, the zircaloy a-phase

GZ

=

(3.48 x 1010)

-

(1.66 x 107 )T

B.17)

where T = the cladding temperature (°K).
In the a-phase to $-phase transition region, linear interpolation is

used

to obtain G and E.
Poisson's ratio is obtained from the identity:

V = E-M

(B.18)

B.9
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APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF THERMAL CONNECTORS

APPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF THERMAL CONNECTORS
The internode conductance,

Ki,i+I, between nodes i and i+1, as shown in

Figure C.1, is calculated from

(C.1)

Ki ,i+1 = IMR i ,i+1 + Ri+1,i)

The thermal resistance Ri ,i+1 is

the resistance to heat flow from node i

to the boundary between nodes i and i+1.

The thermal resistance Ri+l,i is the

resistance to heat flow from node i+1 to the boundary between i+1 and i.
Formulas for these resistances for both plate and cylindrical geometries are
given below.
FLAT PLATE
The steady, one-dimensional heat conduction equation with no internal
generation is

d2 T

(C.2)

with the boundary conditions (see Figure C.2)
X=O

,

T =T

X=L

,

T=T 2

1

C.1

H-

--H 8ioi+
R._I

Ri, i+1

i .

TR+
1
i

T.

Ti -1

.1

-H"
FIGURE C.1.

T

Heat Balance Control Volume

14

I

0
FIGURE C.2.

bi+liH-

2

L

Steady-State Temperature Distribution in a Slab with no Internal
Heat Generation

C.2

Integrating Equation C.2 and applying the boundary conditions gives the
following formula for temperature distribution in the plate:

x
T = (T 2 - T1 ) (-) + T1

(C. 3)

where L =.thickness of the plate.
The rate of heat transfer,

q

=

kA

from the Fourier equation,

is

T= LA (T1 - T2 )

(C.zI.)

where k = thermal conductivity of the plate
A = surface area perpendicular to the direction of heat flow
If the heat transfer is thought of as energy being pushed down a
temperature gradient against some thermal resistance, q can be expressed as

AT
q=-R

(C.5)

R= L
k7

(C.6)

Then

Therefore, the resistance from node i to the boundary between i and i+1
for a flat plate is

+=

(C.7)

li+A

C.3

The total resistance from node i to node i+1 is (Ri,i+ 1 + Ri+l,i).
conductance,

K, between nodes i and i+1 is therefore

kiki+1 A
Ki ,i+1 : Ki+l,i : ki+16i
6i+1+ k ii+lS

where

The

i

(C.8)

6.i i+1 = distance from node i to boundary between nodes i and i+I
A = area
ki,

ki+1 = thermal conductivity of the material in node i and i+1,
respectively.

CYLINDER
For steady radial flow of heat through the wall of a hollow cylinder (see
Figure C.3) the conduction is

((r -aT) = 0

(C.9)

T1I
T

R1

R2
R

FIGURE C.3.

Steady-State Temperature Distribution in a Cylinder Wall

C.4

with boundary conditions
r =rI

,

T =T 1

r =r

,

T =T 2

2

Integration of Equation C.9 yields

T

T1 - T2
T
-

r)
n (r

(C.1O)

+ T
2

In (_)
The rate of heat flow is

q

Wk(2 r AX)

aT
ar=

2&AX
(T1
r
(--r-1
n
1

T2)

(C.11)

and the resistance is
ln(r2)
R =
1(C.12)
2 TrkAX

where AX = node length in axial direction.
Therefore,

the resistance from node i to the boundary between i and i+1

for a cylinder is
(r* +

R

where

i+I

r (AX)
i~i~l2wI(

(C.13)

ri = radius of node i
ai'i+I = radial distance from ri to node boundary.
C.5

The total resistance between nodes i and i+1 is (Ri ,i+1 + Ri+ 1 ,i)

so the

conductance is

2vkiki+ 1 AX

Ki ,i+

1

= Ki+l,i = Ki+1 in (rB/ri) + K1i in jri+i/rB)

where r B = ri + 6i i+l

The formulation for the hollow cylinder applies also to solid cylinders,
simply by assuming an adiabatic condition on the inside boundary.

C.6

(C.14)
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